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GUIDANCE PRACTICES IN THE El IENPAR SCHOOL

CHAPTER

STATELENT OF T ;i jQ

Confusion in Adult Thi.

The traditional function of the elementary school,
stemming from the old "grasunar' school" days has been to

teach reading, writing, and arithmetic, According to some

educators, one was supposed to acquire proficiency in all
aspects of living with these tools. The ability to read,
write, and compute was regarded as almost synonomous with

the ability to think. "Learning to think was, and unfor-
tunate3y still is, regarded by many people as the training
of a large tolated 'mental muscla'e 8y memorizing facts

and acquiring certain mental skills the student is supposed
to grow into a rational adult capable of dealing with all
kinds of problems including emotional and social problems".
(4, p.2)

When the "experience oux'rioulum" became the 'vogue, it

was assumed by eon. educators that the emotional aspect of
living would become meture more or lees automatically. It
is quite obvious that this i. not quite the ease. Thez'

are some signs in the world that the mentally superior
at least those who are charged with molding the future) are

not necessarily right in their moral j ente. It is not

Feelir
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generally conceded that each new generation is more capable
of solving the moral sues that arise in the American Way
of Life, even though that generation has had longer years
of education. Indeed, emotional instability and moral in-
decision seem to characterize our current behavIor.

It is the duty of the schools, especIally in the lower
grades, to work towards helping the child become a well-
adjusted individual, When he must face the large problems

of living, he should have inner resources to do something
constructive about those problems. Proper guIdance in the

lementary school sill go a long way in bringing about this
desired end.

Need for the

Public elementary schools are doing varied amounts o
guidance. Snatches of information about practices appear
spasmodically in th. literature. There is a lack of ade
quate literature on elementary school guidance and also
there are not many college courses on the subject. An

examination of the catalogs of all of the institutions of
higher learning in Oregon, for example, revealed no course
In elementary school oounseling or guidance.

For the first time, to the writer's knowledge, uni-
versities in California offered courses in elementary
school guidance during the summer or 1951. The University

of Southern California gave a course oalled "Guidance



Program in the Elementary School", which included "pr 

oip].es, objectives, and organization of guidance services, 
both preventive and adjuative, in the elementary school". 

The University California at Is Angeles likewise 

offered a course under the title of "Child Guidance", 

which pr'ee&ited "the purposes, principles, and procedures 

of child guidance in the elementary school". 

This would seem to be indicative of an awakening to 
the need of somehow organizing and defining guidance in the 

elementary school, On that grade level, the aim of guid- 

ance is that of helping in the total adjustment of the 

normal child. "The general aims of guidance are broad. 

They include assisting children to understand themselves 

and their problems, to make od use of their personal and 

environmental resources, and to choose and plan w±sely in 
order that they may deal successfully with their problems 

and make satisfactory adjustments now and later". 
(30, p.l20) 

Extent o 

3eoauae of this broad concept of guidance, it was de- 

cided to make this study quite extensive in that I 
inquire into many phases of elementary school prac 

These practices were divided into tori areas: 
Administrative provisions 1or individual 

differences. 

would 



Providing for mental health.
Developing phyaioal well-being.

Cuiding social growth.

Access to professional services.
Use of community groups.

Cooperation of home and school.

Securing, recording, and using data.
Organization of the guidance program.

Evaluation of the guidance program.

Since practices ax'e often limited to what is expe-

dient, it was decided not only to inquire into praetioe
but also to get opinions on what is desirable regardless of
the practice. A comparison of what school people do and

what they think should be done is not always harmonious.

Some communities have set forth their philosophies and

practices in the field of elementary school guidance, but
as there is no country-wide compilation of Information
about elementary school uidanco practices the writer was
prompted to include representative schools from every state
for the purpose of making the study.

Sources 9t Data

It was also ctectdecj. that in making the survey the em-
phasis would be placed primarily on the principal, for be
is the key figure In the elementary school guidance pro-
gram. Much of the materials and sueatione for guidance



come from his office, and it is through him that the re
sources of the central office are channeled through the
school. Whether actually engaging in the functions of

guidance himself or directing his teachers in them, be is
the ecotzed leader. Some classroom teachers were in

eluded to get their points of view,
Not only wore data secured through a questionnaire,

but school people were also interviewed and their practices
and opinions taken into consideration. CHAPTER III gives

in detail the use made of the questionnaire and the
interviews.

Ends Sought

Through an analysis of the questionnaire responses,
interviews, and correspondence with incipals, counaelor,
teachers, and others concerned with guidance, comprehensive

and authoritative data were gatborod on (1) what is
thought desirable; (2) what iS actually being done; and
(3) what needs exist for further improving elementary
school guidance.



STORICAL BACKGROUND AJ]) E3ITED RE3EARCH

Growth of the Cbi1-Centered Education Concept

Subject-matter was the all-important concern of most
educators when Rousseau ció on the scene about the middle
of the eighteenth century with his pleas that childhood be

freed from the trammels of sooiety and medieval restraint.
In 1nhle (40), he pointed out that education begins in the
nature of the child. Arnorag children, as among adults,

there ai'e signifisnt individual differences. Teachers

should take advantage of native interests and curiosity.
It may be said that he initiated the study of the psychol-
ogy of growth.

The first modern educator, however, to make systezna

observations of the growth of children was Peatalossi, who
established his "Institute" at Yverdon in 1804. A number

of his basic contributions are to be found in How Gertrude
Ta aches Rer Children (38). He advocated the study of past
histories of children as well as their present environments
to determine how they might beat be taught. instruction
should be in harmony with the instincts, capacities, and
powers of the growing child. The teacher must respect the
individuality of the child and base discipline upon love.

Moreover, in his pork, Pestalozzi laid the foundations for

6



the education of the subnormal child.

Herbart continued the development of modern education

as a science based upon psychological knowledge (27).

Education, he believed, should be founded on ethics as an
aim arid psychology as a means or method. The environment

of the pupil Xe of considerable importance.

The influence of a faulty environment in creating
childhood difficulties was further stressed by Froebel
(23). School, to him, was a miniature society. Play as a
spontaneous activity of the child was a recurring thought
with him, and he capitalized on that activity in his
methods of education. Another thought ho expressed, per-

haps his dominant one, was that directed aelf-'activity
focused on educational, social, and moral ends was the
most efficient means of learning.

All of these educators contributed heavily to the
thinking of John Dewey and to the methods of teaching

which have been labeled 1tbe activity movement". Without

being an apologist for Progressive Education, one can

honestly say that the activity movement brought changes in

respect for the child's developing personality and in the
realization of the vital role of children's interests lxi
teaching methcde.

The fact may be disputed, but it is the writer's opin-
ion that John Dewey's philosophy has made schools in gen-

eral and elementary schools in particular brighter, more



cheerful, end more attractive than they ones were
dren az's happier in school than they used to be forty
years ago when the writer was an elementary sebool pupil.

Dewey re-emphasized that the ideal school is a mtnia'
ture society and that education i. life, not preparation
for life This meant that educational aims and methods bad

to be re-examined in the light of the children's needs and
capaoltiee here and now. The bases of education being both
psychological and sociological, the teacher must know both

the nature of the child and the nature of the social en-
vironment in which be lives.

A school environment which takes into consideration

what the child is as an individual and what can be done to
make him a contributing member of a democratic society is
an Ideal goal for 1ny administrator The following is a
statement of what an elementary school should be, assuming

that adequate time is also being devoted to the teaching of
the akill subjects.
"The democratic school prepares the child for a useful and

happy life in a democratic society, and is a labora'
tory where he can practice ways of democracy.

should provide for each child:
"A friendly atmosphere through which the child r

security, acquires a spirit of mutual belpfu
enjoys freedom to plan, work and grow. The a col

social environment is Important.



"A progrsm or work that is varied and flexible enough to

meet the day by day needs of the growing child The

school should mske use of the full power of pupils
and. teachers and all that the community offer's which

contributed. to the purposes at education.
"Teachers who believe in democracy and in the worth of each

individual human being; teachers who are alert, pro-
fessional, weU-tratned, an genuinely interested in
the welfare of children.

Living aituationa, in which the ohild will:
Participate in planning
Cooperate with others

Exercise freedom and aelf-oontr1
Abide by majority decisions

Respect the rights, roperty, and opinions
Know, work, and plan with minority as well as

majority groups

Grow steadily in ability to make satisfactory adjust-
ments and contributio

Take responsibIlities in increasing number, variety
and complexity

Emerge from the elementary school well-grounded in the

titudea and ideals of democracy", (32, p.80)



VocatIonal cuidanoe

Superficially, it would seem that vocational guidance
has little influence in the elementary school, but along
with the stress on individual differences in general eduoa
tion has grown the concept of epocial aptitudes among atu-
dents. Two lines, guidance services for adjustment and
guidance services for 'vooat onal competence, have tended

10

to merge into general counseling.

Frank Parsons is generally credited with being the
founder of the modern vocational guidance movement. Brewer

(9) calls attention to some earlier teachers, notably
Eli Weaver and Jesse Davis, Who carried on some vocational
guidance in their schools. With the establishment of the
Boston Vocational Bureau in 1908, Parsons started a service
to students that baa broadened in scope to include many
phases of school life and the creation of a new type of

professIonal position in the schools the counselor,

Parsona' vision was soUnd, for Uarvard took over' the
Bureau (1917), and the National Vocational Guidance

Association was organized and held its first public meeting
in Richmond, Virginia, in 1914. Public schools studied the
work of the Bureau and inatituted vocational guidance ser-
vices themselves. The plane varied, but there was one
common tendency, and that was to include more than voea

tional counseling as the system became better established.



Vocational guidance, as such, is not very seriously
advocated by sohool*aen for the elementary school, although

occasionally someone waxes enthusiastic about it. Two such

articles have come to the writer's attention (11; 42). The

point o view is that children in the elementary school can
make believe they are "mother and father", "community
helpers", the doctor, postman, or baker, thus putting thoin
selves in positions in which the teacher can guide thea in
reacting in a socially approved way and also help them get
insights into the nature of the given vocation.

In his article on "The Role Concept in a Vocational
Guidance Program", Torrance (42) goes into detail on how

to capitalize on the various "roles" that the child tote
out as soon as he begins playing.

"Two-. and tbree'year-olda derive a great deal of
satisfaction and ezoitemeut from playing mother and father
and other adult family roles. Two or three years later
these same children seem to take these roles for granted
and though they still make U80 of them it is not with the
Sanie excitement. The child's social world is expanding
and it is in such roles as the policeman, the mailman, the
taxicab driver or the like that he gets his thrills in
play.

"iinally, each individual, at a reality level, assumes

a constellation of roles which differentiates him from all
others. His eatXafactjon depends largely upon the adequacy
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with which he is able to play allot these roles and their
compatibility to him.

flRole.pling might be used as a vocational guidance
technique all the way from nurssr school to professional
schools and employment end placement agencies".

(42, p.415)

In eunuary1 Torrance writes: "The application of role
theory to the vooatjonal guidance program of the elementary

school through role playing, role tests, and role training
is proposed. It is suggested that a survey of the charac-
teristic roles of the oonuuunity, and some outside the com-
munity, be made; that children be assigned these roles,
enact them, end discuss the discrepancies between the

actor's performance and the demands of the role in terms
of adequacy and enjoyment.

'SIt Is thought that such a progrem would result in
(1) broadening the vocational horizon of the elementary
school child, (2) helping him to become more aware of the
world about him, (3) helping him to better understand him-

Beif and his world, (4) training him to be more spontaneous
and effective as an individual, and. (5) providing a vehicle
by which vocational information may be imparted to elemen-

tary school children in a meaningful, integrated and
realistic fashIon--all factors in making a vise choice".
(42, p.416)

It is obvious that Torrance takes in more territory
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than that of mex'. vocational gnidance, and his treatment of
the subject points up the fact that in the elementary
school, guidance is compounded of many factors which affect

the pupil's life and healthy develo'ent, Vocational guid

anee is rarely used in the elementary school, but the move-
mont gave some impetus to elementary school counseling by

setting up an organization for guidance, (2) developing
the functions of the school counselor, and (3) broadening
his services to include many forms of service to individual
pupils.

Guidance Research and Pub1ication

Much has been written about elementary school educ&'-

tion - its history, its philosophy, and its methods. The

California State Department Education baa issued C.

"Selected and Annotated Bibliography in Elementary Educa*

tion" which contains approzimately 450 titles. The o are

grouped under twenty-one headings ranging from "Administra.

tion" to "Visual and Auditory A14a", but nothing is said
about guidance (14).

tPbers is some confusion in the published material On

elementary school guidance because (1) in the elementary
school, guidance is identified with good teaching, and

the term 'guidance' has bad different meanings to eu-
cators throughout the United States, and the techniques ax
methods of guidance have presented a range of



1. At the time the information for this study was being
compiled, the writer was aware of at least two books
on elementary school guidance being prepared for pub
lication. Raymond N. Hatch of Michigan State College
is preparing one under the title of Guidance Services
in Elementary School (Win. C. Brown Company,
Dubuque, Iowa) Virginia Mae Axlina of Teachers
College, Columbia University, also has a book in prep
aration entitled Guidance in the Elementary Sohool
(iorld Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson 5, New York).

14

possibilities". ( p 202)

Attempts to isolate and classify the factors of good

guidance practices have been made, the best being the

Guidance Handbook for Elementary &ohoola,, compiled by the

ataff of the Division of Research and Guidance of the La

Angeles County Schools1. "It contains a practical, non

teebnical treatment of principles, procedures, end tech

niques involved in the guidance of elementary school

children". (30, p.iv)

To the writer's knowledge, the only other book now in

print which mekes m'e than a casual mention of elementary

school guidance is by iYunsmoox' and Miller, who devote a

chapter to "Guidance by Teachers in the Elentary School"

(20, pp.303-328). The material is not profound nor orig-

inal, but it is notable in that it gives more than a pas-

sing mention of the field of elementary school guidance.

The authors quote considerably from a handbook issued by

the Long Beach, California, Schools (28).



Long Beach baa a good mimeographed handbook on guid-

ance, which contains a number of items on guidance in the
elementary school (28). The section on elementary schools
describes in detail the qualifications and the legitimate
services of an elementary school counselor. Part of the
section is reproducad later in this chapter, for it repre-
sante one of the rare instances where the work of an ale-
mentary school counselor is delimited end described.

Los Angeles C

Minneapolis, to rn

Aihambra, California, and

n only a few school systems, also
have handbooks hicb describe the functioning of guidance
on an elementary school level. The Los Angeles book in-'

adoquately describes the gu&danoe organization which is

operating in that school system (29). The wrttór knows

from experience that many efficient people are employed to

do counseling with elementary school pupils and that good
results are being obtained.

The Aihambra handbook (3) is devoted mainly to con-

tacts between home and school, while the Minneapolis publi

cation (32) covers the whole scope of elementary school
activities. Division 2 of the Minneapolis book is 0
pecially helpful in a study of guidance practtces.
Entitled "cuiding the Child in Wholesome Developmen it
contains chapters on "Knowing the Stages of Growth for All
Children", "Understanding a Child's Mental Growth", "Under-'

standing a Child's Emotional and Social Development",
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"Providing for a Child's Physical and Health Needs
"Caring for the Exceptional Child"

New York State has a group of administrators who are

actively engaged in "an exploration of th guidance pos-

sibilities open to those (elementary school) principals".
(55, p.4) A bulletin describing the "exploratiis" baa
been published, stressing the incipal's opportunities for
guidance through organization and leadership. Some of the

specific things that a a'incipa3. should organize or exert
leadership in are: friendly administration; group study
meetings; helping teachers understand children; adequate
cumulative pupil records and their use conferences with

Junior and senior high school principals, guidance officers
and teachers; workshops, consultants; and evaluation of
pupil. (55, pp.30-32).

In "A Concluding Note", the editor put his finger on
the moat significant reasons for the inadeqi cy of the
guidance 'ogre.m. "There Will be those who Will feel that
it is the purpose of this bulletin to place ever-increasing
burdens upon already over-burdened administrators To them

we can only express the trite phrase, 'first things first',
and reiterate our convtctio that this thing we call
'guidance', in the sense used in this bulletin, is the
first thing, and very nearly the iolo thing, in any modern
elementary sohoo

"Quite naturally, the extent to which the elements of
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guidance pointed out in this bulletin are carried out by
the elementary school principal will depend upon a number

of factors: the training, background, philosophy and per-
sonality of the principal, the size of his school, and the
number and quality of his helpers". (35, p.89)

Several magazine articles of varying value are listed
in the literature cited. They represent different aspects
of guidance, some trying for a definition (References 1 and
5 in Literature Cited), some pointing out the need (Ref-
ex'ences 2 and 8), and some describing practices (References
36 and 44). One of the nest comprehensive series of art-
icles to be written on elementary school guidance is cøn-
tamed in the February 1948 issue of the California Journa
of Elementary Education (12).

This issue of the periodical is devoted entirely to
the study of elementary school guidance by the State Com-

mittee on Guidance in Education of the California School
Supervisors'Asaociation. "Under the chairmanship of

Harry W. Smallenburg, Director of Research and Guidance in

Los Angeles County, the committee, composed of persons

responsible for guidance programs, supervisors of instruc-
tion, supervisors of child welfare and attendance, coun-
selors, and representatives of the State Department of
Education, has given considøration to the programs of guid-
ance in California elementary schools. The program of the

committee has been extended through the work of



deals mainly WI th secondary and college guidance problems.

18

co-operating groups in the various sections of the Califor-
nia Sobool Supervisors' Association. Over a period of five
years the committee has held section meetIngs at the annual
conferences of the association on various topics related to
guidance in the elementary school. In order to share the
findings of the committee with school people in the state,

articles on guidance were prepared by individuals or by
groups of committee niember&'. (12, p.1.29)

The introductory article by Dr. Sinallenburg, "Charac-

terietica of a Guidance Program for the Modern Elementary

School", is based on the Los Angeles County guidance hand-

book mentioned earlier In this chapter (30). Other con-

tributions to the work discuss mental health, guidance in
rural schools, the exceptional chI1i, home-school and

coumiuflitys.achoo]. relationships, and the relation of guid-
ance to the curriculum.

This material being a series of articles rather than a
book, the areas discussed are not tied together through
transitIons or in Dr. smallenburg's paper. The case

histories cited are interesting, and some of the techniques
described may be profitably used. One does not finish the
series, hcmever, with any total picture of elementary
school guidance.

Research studies in guidance also seem to eon-

elusive. That which this writer has been able to find



Coe (15), Cc

excellent oo
secondary so

what is done

In 1936

seventy citi
of over 100,

elementary,

gathered mat

(16), Davis (10), eiid Gilea (24) have made

tributiona to guidance ii terature on the
oo]. level, but their papers throw no light on
or should be done in the elementary school.
Rosecrance (39) surveyed guidance practices in
a in the United States with a 2.930 population

00, and his study deals with guidance at
tinier and senior high school levels. He al

rials on contra]. office organizations, CbI3JI

study services, home visiting departments, id health ad
Vi8017 services. Sixty-two elementary schools in forty-
tour cities are cited by him. A.mong the significant faot

that be lists arez
1. Me'er recordi ax's kept.
2. 17.7% kept their r rds in the classroom

where they are quickly available.
On y 12 schools reported & mental byg

px'o1am.

goneous grouping was used in about one-

half of the schools.
Twe.ty-tbree schools had one or more persons

x'e3poneible for pupil adjustment work.

He reco'ezed ournulative records, testing prog1e,
and some pro isbn fox' individual differences through
homogeneous grouping. There should also be one person
other than teacher or' principal in each school who would
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be assigned at least one-half time to guidance work (3
ott (21) traced the development of the mental

hygiene program in the Santa Barbara city schools during

the period from 1,934 to 1941, aid reported her' findings in
1944. Among her z'ecorinnendations sze:

Mental hygiene services should be extended to all
ldren and teachers.

More recognition should be given to the importance

of specialistø.
Comprehensive records should be kept in .11 the

grades.

There should OSO cooperation between the

curriculum and guidance personnel.

The mental hygiene program should be extended

beyond the school.

The school personnel should participate in
community coordinating council activities.

There should be a close relationship with
outside agencies.

Tb should be an adequate program of personality
valuation.

There should be an on-going program of parent

education. (2].)

atkins in 1946 made a atudy of counseling programs in
small city school systems in thirty-'nine states. He sum-

rnariaed the practices in elementary, junior, and senior
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high schools. Two points of siiificance to the çiesent
study are made by him: the elementary school child re-
ceives the least sacunt of attention in counseling, end
most often what counseling there is come. from the superin-
tendent or principal (43).

As long ago as 1928 Lillian G. Gordon (25), & teacher
in one of the Pasadena elementary schools, made a study of

elementary school counseling in fifty-seven cities. S

teen cities reported a definite counseling system in their
elementary schools, and six of them reported a counselor
in each building, although five of these positions were not
full-time and wore tilled by a regular teacher.

Counselors wore not reciired to have special creden-
tials. A bachelor's degree was essential, but a master's
degree was ireferrod. With one exception, the couneelora
received no additional salary, Only one city did not re-
quire teaching experience of its counselors.

Moat of the counselors gave the pupils intelligence
and achievement teats. These counselors interpreted test
data and used the data to group children and help improve
instruction. All cities reported the individual diagnosis
of children as a proper duty of the counselor. They also

took care of cases of social maladjustments and educational
adjustment. The counselors were administratively sub-

ordinate to the principal and were co-workers of the
teachers (28



ibility for the elementary-school principals
It bXings together suggestions for arid praatce
cal, emotional, and mental health.

The foundations of a school health pro

cooperative effort emong the home, coimnunit

(33, p.6)
n physi-
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gordon's study (25) Is notable in that she gathered
considerable evidence of formal counseling going on in the
elementary schools twenty-tour years ago. Two points must

be brought out, however, about her work. First, the siz-
teen systems reporting a counseling organization are
either in or close to a metropolitan area and are of con-
siderab].e size. Second, the position of elementary school
counselor was not a specialized one, but apparently was
filled by a teacher on a part-time baaie.

Physi a]. Mental Health

The general progrmu of guidance in elementary aehool3

baa seen few publications, but some good books have boon

written about certain phases of tho program. The Depart-

ment of Elementary School Principals of the National Edu-

cation Association baa published two notable srbooks, and

the Association for Supervision arid Curriculum Developient
Issued one of considerable Importaric

The 1950 Yearbook of the Elementary School Principals

states that "a health program for children, teachers, arid
other members of the school staff is an Important respon-

ma
and school,



To achieve an effective cooperative relationship, the
elementary school principal must often take the initiative.
School contributions to the solving of health problems fall
into four groups: provision for healthful school living,
health servicea, education of handicapped children, and
health instruction.

School board responsibility and teacher participation
are emphasized in the health services of Vallejo, Califor-
nia. Joliett, Illinois, schools provide school time and
school resources for a teacher workshop on health educa-'
tion. In Cheney, Washington, a pressing need for ad-

ditional school nursing service was met throub a coopera-
tive school-'ooinmunity health program. Among the schools

known to have good health programs are those of Detroit,

2

schools represented in the Yearbook (33). Chapters are

devoted to health education of the handoapped, health in-
struction, the role of the classroom teacher, id the role
of the principal. As for the latter, it is his duty to
provide the vision and the planning.

"Most principals are not experts in the content of
health education or in technical skills. The principal's
expertness fles rather in his knowledge of child develop-
ment; his ability to release the instructional

which the Yearbook (33) says is a concern of the eachers

of that city.
These are but samples of th health programs of the
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creativeness 0±' teachers; and his efficiency in bringing
together' people and inater'ials under' conditions where of-'

fectivo learning can take place. rJe positive forces of
health education do not exist in a vacuum; they operate
under school conditions 4cb either facilitate or impede
their progress.

In considering his own r'ole in health education the
principal may consider such questions as the following:

To what eitent do I understand the purposes and
methods of modern programs of health education?

Is my knowledge of the health education program of

this school limited to course-of-study bulletins or i it
based upon first-hand contact with what goes on in the
classrooms?

Do I myself really believe that oduó ation in health
is so .mportant if necessary should tce precedence
over other thing

Do my administrative and nianagernint procedures make or
mar good health teaching?

What knowledge do I have of the fanilies of this com-

munity and their needs in the field of health education?
Have I ever systematically sought to discover the

health and safety hazards in this school and to take appro-

priate action?

In what ways have I helped classroom teachers to meet
their problems in the field of health educatiV7
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p.236)

Mental and physical health are interrelated, and a
study of one leads inevitably to an exiiination of the
other. Caroline yon writes, "Mental health is not a
single, separate TBPe&T on which we must now focus atten-

tion. It is the reflection of the total, all-around well
being of the individual. It results when all the various
dimensions of living are owing and developing in inter-
relationo

"Thus the conditions of good mental health re
that the school create a situation for afl--long where
there is a healthy emotional climate--where good human

relations between child and child, and betwoen teacher and
teacher can flourish", (4, pp.11-12)

The University of Chicago's department of education
staff bad a considerable part in the compilation of the
material of the Association for Supervision end Curriculum
Development yearbook, Fostering Mental Health our

Schools, and so Dr. Robert Havl.ghu.rat'e Rooncopt of devel-

opmental tasks" is quite çrominsnt in the book.
It is stated that "once we understand the stages of

development through which children pass, and the tasks

concomitant with each stage of development, then we can
rebuild a system of education which will mazia1se the

healthy growth and integration of emotional social, and
intellectual aspects of each child--a system of educatii
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which will. foster mental health". (4, p.89)
The developmental tasks (4, pp.84-87) are divided

into ten categories of behavior for each of five stages of
development. The implications of the tasks are amplified
and illustrated in the rest of the book. The tivation of
the child and the means of knowing and helping thó child
are disoused and illustrated by excerpts from case his-
tories and racticss within the experience of the authors.

An outstanding contribution of the book is the co
preheneive treatment of informal means of learning about
children. Anecdotal records, sooiogrns, sociodrama, and
other such approaches are emphasized in arriving at an
understanding of the feelings and attitude. of the pupils.
The way a child feels about himself, his school, his home,
and his rld i a key to his behavior. "We argue, there-

fore, that our expectancies for the child's learning must
be well within the range of his emotional, social, and
physical readiness, and not just at the extreme point of
his endurance. Learnings which do take place under the
latter conditions are usually so suffused with negative
attitudes that the learning is emotionally crippling to
the learner". (4, p.4)

Concern for the mental health of tudente is also
apparent on the part of the public as a whole. The White

House Conference on Children was instituted in 1909 and. has
met every ten years since. The December, 1950, meeting of
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the Conference adopted the theme "Mental arid imotion

Health of Children and Youth". Contributing to mental
health, the Conference found, are seven "senses": "sense"

of trust; "sense" of autonomy; "sense" of initiative;
"sense" of aocompliebment; "sense" of identity; "sense"
intimacy; and "sense" of integrity.

Some children are so handicapped that they lack the
ability to acquire these "senses" without special treat-
merit. A comprehensive, but concise, report on such an
exceptional child is written by Harris in "The Story of
Burt" (26). "Burt entered the first grade a year over age
and without kindergarten experience. His appearance and

iis reaponses marked him immediately as extremely different

from the other children, so different in tact that special
study and treatment seemed indicated". (28, p.37)

A guidance worker compiled his case history and found

that he was a typical picture of borderltie deficiency men-
tally. The fily relations were affectionate, and the
parents wanted Burt in school. Since he was not a custodial

case, be was kept in the school with the hope that a pro-
gram could be developed from year to year to suit hi. needs
and capacities.

The philosophy tiicb motivated these school people to
keep Burt' is stated tbue "A fundamental purpose of the

school is to prepare individuals to live successfully in
society here and now. School--the regular school--is or
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must be the child's society, Aside from the fact that he
is entitled to live in it end to obtain maximum satisfac-
tion here and now, be must live in it now if there is even

a remote chance that he will live in it as an adult. If
there is such a chance, the school must make the moat of
it. Suoh a chance exists in the borderline custodial case.
It thuø becomes the obligation of the school to so organize
itself that it baa a place for the borderline custodial the
same as any other child. It cannot say that the child just
does not fit into the program or that the sohool cannot do
anything for him. It must change its program so that the
child does fit in", (26, p.40)

"So Burt remained in the public school, in a regular
class, in a samitraditional program. What has happened in
two eare and a halt?" (26, p.45) "...Today Burt seems,
upon casual obeeryation, to be about as unpromising as be
was two and one-halt years ago. He baa had two and one-

half happy years, however, as far as one may disoovez'.

teachers and the principal feel that he is happy and is
making progress. His parents feel that be is happy and is
making progress, though some members of the family have

been unkind about his inability to read. He loves to go to
school and protests vigorouàly when he baa to stay home
because of illness". (26, p.46)

Harris gives some details of what Bui't has aocom
pushed, arid says that the ohildran a accepted him and
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he has accepted them. "It seems then that the school has
accepted and nt its responsibility. It baa placed no ez
pectationa upon Burt beyond his ability. It has ra'ovided

a fertile environment for growth, in which Burt maygrow at
his own pace. In so doing, it has made it possibl. for
Burt to live a happy and profitable life with normal ohil-
dren each day, each week, and each year. He is at home.
He is in society". (26, p.47)

Moat schools do not go so far in accepting borderline
eases. In a recent teacher-load attidy made by the Burbank
schools, it was found that twenty-five of the thirty-four
schools replying say their system has special classes at a

centrally located school for the untally retarded pupils
within the district, Others are given home instruction.
The amount varies from a minimum of 120 minutez per child
per week to a maximum of 300 minutes. Only twenty schools

indicated that they gave this typo of instruction (10).
One other phase of mental health needs to be men-

tioned, and that is the matter of "values". The separation
of church and state has made it aLmost impossible to dis-
cuss those feelings one has that eeem to spring from a
fountain of goodness, truth, and beauty. The lives of
many good oitiens arid their children are dichotomous:
the life of the weekday person and the life of the church-
goer. Attempts to bring together the public school and
ethics motivated by religion have met with varying degrees
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of success.

Public elementary schools have filled the void by
providing experiences that attempt to "liberate the human
spirit" without benefit of religion. A compilation of the
ways in which soboole are providing those experiences was

made by the Department of Elementary School Principals of

the National EdQcation Association (33). In the foreword,
spiritual values are defined.

"Those values which, when attained, make a finer per-

son, are spiritual values, be they generosity, fellow feel-
ing, responsibility, integrity, appreciation cC beauty,
personal expression thru the arts, or some related quality
of living.

"Spiritual values inelude the hi. mystical exper-
iences of organized religious groups, a realm in which the
public school does not operate.

"Spiritual values further include ethical, tbetto,
emotional experiences that help to elevate and liberate
the human spirit-and in this real.m the public school does
operate. This third type of spiritual values will be
emphasized in this yearbook". (34, p.5)

It is aerted that "spiritual values give life ItS
highest meaning", and "the school, program as a whole can
build spiritual values". Mauy wrj.tere have contributed

articles to the book in support of the latter statement.
One of the chapters Is devoted to attainment In spiritual



rajues,

Among the practices described are many routine sclioo:
activities. It is admitted that "all of these prooedur
are part of the daily routines of many schools. There is
nothing here that ii novel or unique. They are lifted out
for consideration only because it is tbru such specific
outward forms that spiritual quality must function, be
practiced, and finally be measured in its growth. It is in
these daily activities and associations that the continuing
observer can best evaluate spiritual literacy and maturity.

"Back or the activities, however, lies the greatest
factor in the process of spiritual development: the per
sonality and enthusiasm of the teacher. He or she naat
lead the wayn spiritual adventure. It his heart is warm
with real understanding, if his mind is alert to every

situation where spiritual values may be given prime impor-
tance, if his eye and ear find beauty and wonder in common-
place things, if be possesses great spiritual wealth
himself, then he can best reveal to his pupils the ideal
in the world of reality. Each individual teacher holds in
his hands to a great degree the rate of his pupilst
spiritual outlook and development". (34, pp.4-46)

Trying to measure spiritual growth is difficult, t
not impossible. Three chapters in this yearbook show how
attainment in spiritual values may be evaluated. One

writer lists four supervisory techniques: observation,
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wn'king with the otiildren, conferences w h the teacher, 
and the use of anecdotal end cumulative cords (34, 

pp.211"213), The second article begins with the conoluaio 

that spiritual values have been high in the school and then 

seeks to analyze the value or various aspects of the school 

program in bringing about these results (34, pp.214-221). 

The third article in this series lists eight criteria as 
bases for an evaluation of spiritual status and progress: 

"].. Respect for others in terms of personality, 
individuality, rights, and freedom. 

8ympathy for the Lees fortunate. 
Cooperation in personal end aoca1 aXtuationa. 

Promotion of desirable standards of behavior 

individual and social. 
Recognition of adults as spiritual leaders. 

Participation in group activities of a 

spiritual nature. 
Consideration for public end private property. 

8. Appreciation of the school." (34, p.223) 

Glenn E. Baz'net writes: "All ementary'-scbool children 
in all elementary schools are each day building the values 

which will govern their lives, present and future. The 

values each will build into his own code are dependent on 
his thinking, feeling, and acting each moment of his time. 

The development is a continuous process - the nature of 

the growth is constantly being influenced by the clate 



of living provided by the elementary school...
"The yearbook places spiritual values iricentral focus

as one of the basic aims to vthicb the elementary school

must give constant attention and which it must unfailingly
help children to attain, it will demand of all adults who
work with children much more than the hearing of lessons
and the safeguarding of physical welfare To grow into

larger selves, children must be guided by great'hearted
people who themselves have bad Mob experiences and have

aoauired the skill and in3ight to guide children toward
opportunities for spiritual growth'. (34, pp.250-'251)

hool, Home, and Conununity

In other parts of this paper, the relationship of
home and community to the school baa been touched upon.

The literature in the field may be divided into two groups:

that of public relations, and that of taking the fullest
advantage of what the home and community have to offer fez'

the wholesome development of the pupils.

Public relations are only incidental to the purposes

of this study, but the influence of the home and community
Is or prime importance. "Education is taking place In the
informal atmosphere of the home and community, both in

terms of behaviors and in the formation of ooncepts and
attitudes. The home and community are agencies of educa-
tlon". (30, p.97)



Home reporting, conferences with parents, and borne

visits are the subject of many publications issued by

school systems. The los Angeles County Schools (30) polrit

out that parents control much of the environment and

experiences of children, and that the responsibilities of

the home and, the school have changed in our society.

Visiting the pupil's borno has been a time-honored way

for the teacher to gain insight and understanding of the
child. Such visits reveal the family pattern. Teachers

need to see the child in his home setting. What is the

atmosphere of the home? What are the social and economic

standards of the family? That are the basic values

stressed? What are the feelings between the mambere of

the family and bat is the family's concept of the child
as an individual? What techniques of control are used to

get the child to conform to the pattern of behavior

desired?

"Children's attitudes toward people, toward school

and subjects or activities in school are often created by

their parents. Nhethor Jim goes willingly or reluctantly

to school, whether Marian learns arithmetic easily or with
difficulty, J)n's d'dratjon or dislike of his teacher, are
determined by attitudes learned at home as often as by

experiences at SOL1001". (30, p.97)

On the other, hand, because of our changing society,

"in the modern home there are fewer opportunities for



children to learn reliability and persistence by doing
things that to them seem important to the life of the
family. As families move frequently, the child is less
well known in bis community, and fewer adults assume roe-

poneibility in controlling and influencing his behavior.
"Activities in the modern school, therefore, have boon

broadened and now include many of the experiences formerly

provided by the family and the community. Bcause they may

not have these opportunities anywhere else children must be

given opportunities in school:
To learn ax4 practice skills of social adjustment
and getting along with other's.
To develop wholesome traits of character and

personality.
To obtain information and 8kills which will help

them to understand their wor'ld end i11 orient
them toward suitable vocations". (30, p.97)

Parents and teachers wox9c together toward common pui'-

poses through parent-teacher conferences, tbrougb meetings,

and through parent observation in school. Among a number

of others, the Inglowood, California, schools rely almost
exclusively on conferences with the parent to report the
pupil's progress. Arrangements are made to free the

teacher for these conferences and record forms have been
standardized to keep essential information and the nature
of the conference on file in the cumulative folder.
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In Minneapolis, "one individual conference is necos-
sary in all grades; two are highly desirable, though more
may be held if neoessary...A written report, Form 19,
Teacher's Note to Parents should be issued:

"theneyer a conference is impossible or impractical,
In case of tranafer-after fouziweoks In a building4
In case of withdrawal,

At the end of the school year.
"All written reports should be clear, concise

alytical statements of the child's accomplishments
(32, p.192)

The first conference is held before December first
and Involves discussing the child's interests end home
activities, the purpose of the school, the child's physical
development, social adjustment, and his academic achieve-
mont. The second conference is to be held before May

first, and the parent and the teacher discuss the progress
made since the first conference end revise the former
plans, or make new plane if necessary.

The resource materials used include the teacher's note
requesting a conference; a record of conferences held and
notes sent - to be kept by the teacher under "remarks" in
the teacher's register; guide sheets with samples attached;
teacher's anecdotal records of children; the health report
which is the result of conferences between the teacher and
the nurse; and. finally the report card, "Teacher's note to
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parents", to be signed by the t and carrying the dates
of the oonferences (32, pp.192-19

Suggestions for relieving teachers during oordereuoo
periods ax's listed: "Principals may give some time; class
groups may combine for educational movies, music apprecia

tion, or story hour; room mothers may assist in the room
during library periods; conferencea may be held on re-
ligious holidays or during religious instruction periods;
student teachers may relieve the regular teacher; older
children maybe used for story-tolling periods (32, p.l9S)

The Albambra, California, City Schools have been

carrying a three.. year program of t eather'peren t conferences

and have a handbook outlining the philosophy, alma, and

techniques oi reporting to parents through conferences by
parents and teachers. One section of the handbook is de-
voted to parent meetings, with suggestions for interpreta-
tion of the educational program, organization for parent
meetings, conducting of parent meetings, and evaluation of
such meetings. Another section of the handbook gives

specific suggestions for planning and conducting individual
conferences with parents (3).

The Long Beach, California, Schools' handbook baa

suggestions to the teachers on the parent-teacher confe
once which includes most of what other systems have in
way of advice for their teachers.



invitation to the rent
1. Write a friendly note, so parent wili be

and willing to come and wifl come with

good attitude.
ear Parent;

I wonder it you could spare the time to
come to school soon 30 that we ffl5 (1180Us$

plane for Johnny's weLfare. I feel that you
could help me to understand him better and to
worI more effectively with him if we could
get together for a little chat.
Try not to put the parent on the defeneie
before be or she ever gets to school.
Send home only notes with positive connota-

tl.onj if only negative conditions, it might
be better for you to go to the borne.
It might be well to have the principal cheok
notes having to do with iidance.

B. The interview

1. Establish rapport.
a, Be friendlyhave something good to

about Johnny.

Put parent at ease. Mse her comfortable
physically and me Try not to have
desk between you.
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onvince parent of sincere desire and need 

for her help. 

Be a good ).iatener. 

coept criticism of school without becoming 

defensive, so that parent can get that out 

of his syatetnj th begin constructive plan- 

ning for the child. 
Encourage mother to enlarge ideas. 

6. Pick up constructive ideas in mother's 

contribution. 
Show parent that you az's relying upon her to 

eke part of the responsibility. 
8. Express idea1s that you hold in CÔwfl with 

the mother. 

Give parent credit for being a mature, 

teUtgent adult. 
10. Bring out constructive points in child's 

abilities. 
Make suestiona as they grow out of mutual, 

cooperative thinking. 
Give approval. 

Do not blame or criticize parents. N ver 
put them on the defensive. Be acceptant 

always. 
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14. EN]) CONFERENCE WITH 3O)LETHING DEFINITE FOR

PARENT TO DO AN]) SONETHING DEFINITE 1#OR

TEACHER TO DO

Consiatency of approach to younater by
both teacher and parent is very important for
the ohilds beat 'owth.

Follow conference with a note bme after a
reasonable interval

Express appreciation for parentVs assIstance.
Indicate ny growth or cbane in child's
behavior.

Invite parent to visit sohool
he so desIres". (28, p.38)

By no moans, however, do the parents' conferences pre-

dominate as a means of reporting. The printed home report,

in many forms, some of which are reproduced in CIAPTER IV

of this study, is very popular. The Burbank, California,

Schools found in their study that thirty of the thirty-
three schools replying have no requirement for conferring
with parents. Two schools made no reply, and one stated

that its teachers were required to confer with a parent of
each child before November first (10),

Making use of the conmunIty environment to enrich

children's experience and help in their adjustment is an
important aspect of guidance. It is to be regretted that
most literature on the community and the school Is
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concerned with pubLic relations or what effect the scbtol
can have on the community.

Such a treatnerit of the subject is found in the Is
Angeles County Schools' handbook. It fails, however, to
take advantage of an opportunity to point out some of the
ways the community atfect children and how to take advan-'

tags of that influence for the benefit of the pupils. Tb*

chapter on the school and cornmunity in that handbook is

entitled "School and Coinrnunity Vork Toethor", but Its ar

gument narrows down to what educators can do to prevent or

correct misunderstanding of school philosophy and pras-

tices (30, pp.107-'114).

A better treatment of school and community relations
is found in the Minneapolis handbook. The section bearing

the heading "The Teacher Uses Consultiwt Services and

Community Resources in Eer Work with Children" has many

good suggestions. Administrative and instructional ser-
vices, consultant and pupil adjustment services, arid com-
munity resources are listed.

Among the latter are the public library, museums, art
centers, historical socIeties, and the Audubon Society.
Field trips to these places are scheduled as well as to
other public arid commercial organIzations which are grouped

under ten headings such as* city services, communication,

health, industry and business, inter-group education, and.
transportation. Neighborhood excursions to natural arid
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human resources within the immediate 8chool community are

also encouraged (32, pp.209-216).

Concerning all trips away from school, definite rules
are stated for teacher8 to follow. "Field trips the school
may use are definite experiences which permit the child to
gain first-hand contact with life in a broadening environ-
ment;. They euppliient, expand, and give help in carrying
on the learning experiences. They are planned through the

Field Trip Office, except those within walking distance in
the limnodiats neighborhood.

"They are valuable to the extent they aid in the per-
sonal growth of children and promote educational loarnings.
Both teachers and pupils grow in the understanding of com-
munity relationships and, responsibilities.

"The excursion Is expensive in time, money, and effort
and should be carefully evaluated It must never be used
as a reward or time-filling device. Careful planning and

preparation are necessary for maximum value.

"Teachers consider the purpose of the trip: Is it the
best thod of obtaining the objectives set up? Xe the

pupil's interest transitory or will it continue .d
develop? Will it further the unit of work under considera-
tion? Is the excursion withIn the physical limits In
transportation, expense, and the age and ability of chil-
dren? Will it give pupils an opportunity to appreciate the
advantages of a democracy?
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"Teachers plan for the trip: Application for the trip
is made on the regular form secured from the school clerk:.
Transportation is arranged by the Field Trip Office and
confirmation is sent by mail. The cost is also given.
Parent 'e cons ent must be obtained in writing on the parent
consent slip". (32, pp.212-213)

E1ementa School Guidance Oranizattcz
and Administration

Formal organization of guidance in the elementary

school has received scant notice in literature and re-
search. There is, however, one point on which all who have
written about guidance agree: the principal is the key
person in the organXzation and administration of the
program.

In Los Angeles, "the principal has major responsibili-
ties in connection with the evaluation and guidance program
of his school. He provides the leadership for his faculty
in continuously increasing their unciei'standing of child
behavior. He acquaints his faculty with ways of helping
children to attain theIr beet development He plans for
the administration of the testing program and the inter-
pretations and use of its results. Re must be acquainted

with all of the facilities which the school system and com-
munity offer for help in cases where children are exper-
lenctng adjustment difficulties". (29, pp.18.19)
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Erickson and Smith list the guidance responsibilities

of the elementary school principal under eight headings:

Administering and. developing the program.

Helping teachers become more able to care for

their groups.
Helping teacher's With pupils referred to the
principal by a teacher'.
Carrying out an in-aervice training program for
the members of the staff.
Coordinating home and community contacts.

Working with the central guidance council.
1. Using the resources of the guidance coordinator.
8. Supervising the functioning of recordo, counael*

trig, parental consultation, etc." (22, p.49)

The New York State Elementaz' School Principals'

Bulletin states that "whether or not an effective guidance

program is to be developed in an elementary school depends

in large measure on school organization. What are a few

features of school organization that are conducive to good
guidance?

Flexibility. It is most essential that the prin-
cipal and his staff keep the school organization suffic-
iently fluid so that it is quite a simple matter, when
advisable, to transfer a given child from one class group
or from one teacher to another.

Rotation of teachers. When one teacher can Live
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with one group of children two or more years there can
really be developed in the school a 'home room' situation.
Only as the classroom teacher truly comes to know and

understand each individual child can she be of real service
to the child. Only then can the teacher help the child
better to understand himself and his world and thus to ad
just himself to his world.

Ho visits. As part of the process of the
teacher understanding each child, a few schools and
teachers have taken the very wise step of planning a pro-
gram whereby, in the course of a year, some cne teacher
becomes acquainted with the home situation of each and
every child.

Regulation of the class size. If we want to be

realistic about instituting effective guidance programs,
we will have classes ranging from 15 to 25, depending upon

the characteristics of the children.
Optimum school size. If the school has no more

than 700 or 800 pupils, It is possible for the principal
to come to know a good deal about each and every pupil in
the school.

Guidance council. Some definite plan should be

formulated cooperatively by the teachers and the principal
through which continuous study and analysis are made of
individual pupils. Specialists in various fields need. to
be utilized In some cases.



"7, Cumulative recds. A dooket should be ot up

that would be a depository of cumulative reoords of each
aiid, every child from the time he enters the kindergarten
until he loaves the school". (35, pp.18-'19)

The makeup and functions of the guidance council or

committee 18 described in the toe Angeles City Schools
Handbook0 "The administration of the guidance program is
best acoanpilehed by the aettthg up of a guidance committee

under the supervision of the principal and the supervisor
of counseling. The committee uaually oonsists of a- group

of three or more teachers, depending upon the enrollment of
the school, The chairman of this group should be a person

who is equipped to take le4erehip In the guidance and
counseling pro gram.

"Those teachers are suggested by the prmncipalon the
basis of:

a. a background and understanding of psychology,

child growth and development, zntal hygiene,
tests and meaeur'oment

a respect for and understanding of children as
individuals

a poIsed, friendly personality,
liked by fellow workers

d. keenness in noting definite si's of need in
pupils with relation to vision, bearing, posture,
malnutrition, and emotional disturbance.
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"The members of the Guidance Committee carry ou

progrem formulated with the principal and supervisor of
counseling. The Guidance Committee is trained in the use

of group tests for measurtng intelligence and for deter-
mining pupil accomplishment. They should be alert to the
char'actoriettcs of normal growth and development occurring

at each age level. Other teachers may consult with them

concerning the tools, techniques, and methods used in

evaluation and gidaneeTh. (29, p.20)
The assignment and grouping or pupils play an impox'-

tant part in their adjustment, The Burbank study (10)

found that homogeneous grouping on a school-wide baai is
no longer favored. At least, none of the thirty-four
schools replying use it. All or the schools did indicate
that they are using grouping within individual classes,

usually in reading, arithmetic, and spelling.

Departmentalization and the use of special teachers

are not common. In the sane study, seven schools reported
a special educaticn teacher is assigned to the school on a
part-time basis. Six schools reported that they have a
special corrective physical education teacher. Twenty

schools 'ovide playground supervision in the afternoon.
$even schools reported a special part-time art teacher
assigned to the school. Twenty-three schools said that a
special teacher is assigned on a part-time basis to teab
music in the classroom, while twenty-one reportod a
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special part-time teacher of chorus 'ox' orchestra. Only

three schools had a trained librarian (10).
The philosophy that seems to be guiding school people

in the choice between dopaz'tmentalization and, the use of

part-time special teachers or supervisors (notably in art
and music) is expressed in an official publication of the
California State Department of Education.

"Departmentalization, which we have learned, has no

place in the olementary schools, often fosters fragmentary
teacher-pupil relationships in secondary schools, Depart

mentali zati an also enco ur ages the compartmentali zati. on of

instruction so that the individual pupil often receives
several separate and diaOx'ete units of learning with little
demonstrated relationship one to another, and which when

added together fail to make a comprehensible, balanced
educational whole. Helpful habits of study arid work can
only be established. through continuity of association and
consistency of pr'aotice.

"Limitations in a teacher's bao1ground or preparation
in a particular area make it desirable to bays available
the services of export consultants in specialized fields.
Without such services, students may be denied oxrienoea
essential in a well-balanced, education progrezn".
(13, pp.30-31)

A description or the counseling system of the Long
Beach, California, Schools is made by Marion Wells 4),
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one of the local elementary school counselors. Excerpts

from her artIcle give a brief picture of a city school
system's guidance program.

The Long Beach public schools have maintained slemen

tary counselors for' the past twenty years. The staff baa

gradually expanded with the growth of the school system,

and at present there are eleven counselors serving fifteen
schools. In the smaller schools, with enrollments below
five hundred, the principal s4niiniatera the tests and
assumes the counseling responsibilities.

"The counselor's positIon baa three psr'ts: individual

guidance and study, testing, and recording. By far the

most important of these is the first. The el&ientary child

who is having difficulty adjusting to the school situation
is referred to the counselorby his teacher, his parents,
or' the principal...

"The resources for such intensive study are varied..."
The counselor studios the child and, "in addition to

the above procedures, which the counselor follows alone,
there are two central offices provided by the Long Beach
schools which offer further help. The Health Departnt
and the Office of Pupil Personnel and 8peoial Education
are very closely allied to the counseling program. A child

in need of physical care is referred by the counselor to
the school nurse, the in turn arranges for an examination
by the school doctor. A child in need of additional
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psychological atu4y is referred to the school psychologist,
who schedules tests and parent interviews.

"When the child hae been considered frocu as many view-

points as possible, a four-way conference is SometimO8

held. Parents, 'inc1pal, teacher, and counselor meet in
an effort to determine the ideal placement or treatment for
the cbfl.d...

"The testing division of tho counseling aletem in-i
eludes both city-wide surveys and building teats...

"To aid in this testing, each counselor is provided
with part-time clerical help...

"The counselor's office is a clearing house for
records Each child in Long Beaóh has a permanent record

card tiiab remains with him from first grade through high
school. When he transfers from one school to another, the
card must aconpany him. It I.e the counselor's respon-
sibility to se, that his attendance has been recorded, as
well as any test data, pertinent health information, and
brief remarks by his teacher. In this way a complete and
cumulative record of each child is maintained.

"The counseling staff meets once a month to compare

guidance techniques and to discua ways of improving

methods. ,A supervisor provides the staff with recent
reading lists and information about current university
courses. By frequent evaluation and constant adaptation,
the Long Beach schools try to fill the counseling needs of



the elementary ehild" (44, pp.44-45)

Daly made a study of the "aspects of school function-
lug related to pupil adjustment" and found that "most
large city-school systems now coordinate their adjustment
services, Twenty-one out of twenty-seven cities above

300,000 in population have coordinating unite for pupil
personnel or child welfare, three coordinate these serviceS
under an assistant superintendent, arid three have no
organizational coordination. At least ten of these uni
were developed in the last decade. The cities between

50,000 and 300,000 in population abow the ens trend.
"In the larger cities, twenty-three include in these

units the attendance departnnt, twenty include child guid-
ance clinics, fifteen have a visiting teacher unit, ten
include special education, eight have guidance departments,
and seven have health eez'vioea". (18, p.17)

Since Daly's study was based on the guidance practices
of the whole school system, the elemtary school is not
stressed. Daly observes that only a few cities have guid-
ance programs In the elementary schools.

lie describes the organization of adjustment services
in three school systems. His summary of the program of the

Rochester, New York, schools is being reproduced because be

considered it one of the best in the country.
"Well-organized pupil personnel divisions are under

the leadership of the Coordinator of Child Services.



Coordination of effort icarried out both on individual
oases arid in general planning.

"Teacher attitudes - For teachers who develop mental
conditions psychiatric study is available on a voluntary
basisj suspension rests With the board of education.
Counseling service is available during the probationary
period,

ure - The program coneist of a. continuous pr'og"

reae plan In the elementary schools, a program of learning
tracks for different rates of learning, and special
services,

Th41 normals Intake to the Paul Revere Junior
Trade School is controlled by the Bureau of Child Services
arid must have the boy's and his parents' consent. The cur-

riculum is basd on job opportunity surveys. Service oc-

cupatioria are given much attention.

"Attendance Home visitors, psychologists, and aocIal
workers do attendance work. All cases are cleared with the
other divisions in the Bureau of Child Service, and with
the Social Service Index.

"Visiting eachers - This department, now 1iown as the
orne arid School Counseling Service, cornrisee eleven psy-

hiatric social workers. The types of cases covered in-

clude personality diffIculty, behavior difficulty, horns
conditions, school adjuatnent, and health, recreation, or
vocational guidance, Most referrals come from principals



and teachers.
Child Guidance Clinic -\Includes psyehiatrist, pay-

ohologiats, and psychiatric social zorke.rs. \ It has been in
operation less than two 37081's.

"Guidance - The Boys' and Girls' Advisors are adminis-

trative clerks for the principals. The Counselors for Edu-

cational and Vocational Guidance pursue the traditional
guidance program. There is no guidance program nthe
elementary school.

"Health -[Health services are controlled by the
health bureau. A pediatrician, a psychiatrist, par
and full-time doctors, an ophthalmologist, and an optomol-
ogist. Kindergarten children are examined before entrance;

brief examinations are made in th fIfth and ninth grades.
Vision is tested With the Snellon Chart. Hearing is tested
With a continuous frequency type audiometer. There are

special eye,, ear, and orthopedic clinics. Uandbook and

workshops point out to teachers the consequences of physi-
cal handIcaps". (18, p.20)

School Counselors

The position of the elementary school counselor has
been slowly evolving. Gordon, In liar study in 1928, found

that, out of fifty-seven cities in the United States re-
plying, six bad counselors in each elementary school.
Only one city, however, had a fulltime counselor, the
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other five using classroom teachers. She found that a

oumion practice was to aesign one counselor to several

cho. \

Her study indicated that counselors did not receive
any additional salary nor were tbe:r required to have an

special training. They gave intel1iganc tests and stan-

dard achievement teata, interpreted data, and helped in the

classification of pupils. They helped also in handling

social maladjustments and in educational adjustments. They

were responsible to the principals arid sometimes to the

directors of research, They were co-workers with the

teachers and Npinjatratjvely subordinate, but actually

right hand man and adviaei" to the principal (28).

Some progma has been made in profeasionalizing the

position since Gordon's study was made. Through into

views and visits the writer has become conversant with the

counseling program of the to Angeles, tong Beach, and

Glendale, California, School Systems. Glandale, with

almost 9,000 elementary school pupils, employs five full-

time couneelors. They each have approximately 1,800 pupils

to counsel, and are assigned to elementary schools on the

basis of proximity and enrollment.

They are chosen from among the teachers in the system,

do not have any special credential other than that required

for teaching, and are not especially trained except for

elementary school teaching, although they usually show an



interest in testing and in psyclio].ogy before they are
chosen to be counselors. From a. duplicated bulletin and

from talking to Dr. Joseph Gannon of the Glendale 3ohools,

the writer has learned that the duties of the psychometria
supplement those of the counselors. The duties may be

summed up as followsi

].ementary school counselors give group teats and

arrange for the scoring of teats and assembling of data on
teat results. They give some indivtdual tests at the re-
quest of school principals or the guidance director and
write the case histories on these pupils. The elementary

counselors also interpret pupil information to teachers
and parents as advisable Since emotionally disturbed

children often manifest their conflicts in reading d.
cultios, the counselors carry on a remedial x'eadin
gram. Their work is not primarily with defective children,
in an attempt to bring them up to grade, but with pupils of
normal intelligence who, because of emotional entanglements,

have failed to learn to read. In addition to teaching
reading, in the strictest sense, the counselors attempt to
help their pupils work through their problems and encourage
them to express themselves through drawings and story

telling, thua acting in a. limited sense as therapists. The

testing program carried on by the counselors consists of
intelligence and reading tests in the second grade,
achievement tests in the third grade, intelligence teats in



fourth grade, achievement in fifth, end a reading test in
the sixth grade. The elementary counselors are contin

uoualy participating in an intensive in-service training
program under the leadership of the director of the guid-
ance department.

The paychometrist admini score arid records

individual tests of Intel achievement, visual ef-

ficionoy, and adjustment. Individual teats of intelligence
used Include tbe Stanford-Bthet, Wechaler-Bellevue Intel-
ligence Scale, and Wecheler Intefligence Scale for Chil-
dren. The Keystone Visual Teats are often given to pupils
with reading difficulties, in an effort to rule out physi-
cal causes before remedial reading is undertaken. roj ec-

tive techniques (personality tests), including tke
Rorachach Ink B].ot Test, Thematic pperoeptIon Test, and

3ellts Children's Apperception Pest are employed to
understand better the child's behavior. ¶rhe psychometrist

sends brief reports to the classroom teachers which in-
clude observations of behavior exhibited during the test
situation, comments made by the child concerning his family

and home, and suggestions for working with the ehild, The

psychometrist also assists the counselors in group teat
administration when needed.

In the Long Beach handbook (2$), the duties of the
counselor are also listed as is the only set of qualifica-
tions that the writer has been able to find. Both duties



and qualtficttiona are reproduced as they appear in the
bo.
"SUAtt?ICATIoNS EL1ENTARY SCHOOL COUNSELORS"

"It is fully realized that
tions and. special abilities can
will be a successful counselor,
son with those qualities listed
succeed in this field.
"A. Personal Sualifloations

1. Have an out-going, attraetive personality
2. Have a high regard fox' human values

3. Like children and get along well with them
4, Hae an entbueiaatjo desire to work with children
$. Have a good sense of hurnox'

Have a high degree of diplomacy

Be able to respect and keep confidence
Understand own emotional life

Have a firm faith in the improvability of bi
beings

Have a good workable philosophy

"B. Academic Qalificatins
Minimum essentials

Principles of Guidance

Techniques of Counseli

3, !onta1 Hygiene

4. Remedial Reading

5. Individual Testing
6. Tests and Meaauz'erente

no outline of qualifica'
uaranteø that a person

'but it is felt that a per-
below would be likely to

$7



Educational Psychology

Growth and Development of t

Otbez' courses highly recommended:

Abnormal Psychology

Technique of Case Studies

. Juvenile Delinquency

Supervised Counseling

Techniques of Research

Elementary Statistics
Group Technique in Guidanoø

Sociometry

Special Abtlitiee
1. Must have skill in dealing with peopli

(including children)
Should possess skill in giving and intorpre

tests
Must be able to oommand the respect and the

fidenee of the counselee
Should be skilled in intervte.ing

a. Able to establish good rapport with
counse lee

Able to aisiet him to clarify his
thinking

o. Able to assist him to gain insight
into his problem
Able to help him to appraise his assets
and limitations inthe light of pertin-
ent accumulated data, to set a suitable
goal for himself and to lay out a work-
able plan for its attainment
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Should be skilled in detecting personal char-
actoristios &id interpreting them in terms
of couneelee's personal adjustment

hould have good sense and the ability to face
any situation calmly

Should be able to develop and maintain good
personal records and to interpret them
clearly and judiciously to the teachers,
administrators, parents and pupils

Should be able to develop and lead good pupil-
study conferences." (28, pp.68-69)

"IGIIMATE SERVICES OF AN EIMENTARY CHOOL COUNSELOR"

"The counselor is directly responsible to the prin-
cipal in her buildtn. Her services will be subject to his
approval. The counselor's time should be used in promoting
the services indicated below if a well-balanced guidance
program is to be developed.

"General Services

An elementary school counselor should be responsible
for:

Testing program

a. Make provision for ordering and admin-
istering tests survey, intelligence,
special building achievement, indivi-
dual, and other

Interpret results

Make provision for the scoring of
group tests may be done by junior
clerk, classroom teacher, ox' by
counselor en necessary

Gathering, organizing and keeping significant
pupil data (permanent record, pupil
analysis blank, etc.)

Recording and filtng of all pupil data

Routine procedures for transferring pupils

Aiding principal in registering pupils
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Assisting principal with the orgenizatiori of
pupils into socially satisfactory groups

Aiding principal in the selection of pupils
who need individual work

"Services Concerning the Child with a Problem

Helping teachers to understand, accept and deal
more effectively with individual child who
presents special problems in behavior end
learning, or who is emotionally arid
socially maladjusted

Gathering data about the child through observa-
tion, tasting, interviews, etc.

sing and, coordinating the services of
school personnel workers who contribute
to the welfare of the child

ding principal in conferring with parents in
an effort to arrive at a satisfactory
plan of action which would be moat bene-tidal to their child

operating with local agencies when they are
concerned with an individual child with
a problem

Working with the child directly when
advisable

"Services Concerned wijh Teachers

1. Helping teachers to accept and understand all
children

Helping teachers individually and in group.,
through demonstrations and conferences,
to develop acceptable techniques of
collecting, interpreting and using
bebavorial data

Assisting principal, in guiding teachers in
making constructive and se reports
to parents

Organizing pupil-study conferences and mt.
esting teachers in participating in them

80
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Helping teachers use group work as an adjustive
process for mcthg pupils feel that they
belong1

Assisting principal in planning pro grains for
faculty meetings which would make for
greater understanding of the guidance
point of view

Being genuinely concerned with the mental
health of the teacher, giving her as much
help and support as possible". (28, pp.7O7l)

The city of Los Angeles also has a corps of elementary
school oounaoloz'a whose average assignment is a)out fifteen

schools. They visit the school on request of the principal
and have conferences with parents when requested. They do

testing, handle problems of social or educational mal-
adjusti*nt and, with the principal, arrange referrals to
the many special schools end services that Los Angeles has.

Their work is coordinated by "supervising counselors
who are in charge of elementary school counseling for a
given area of the vast school system (*.bracing several
oities beeidoà Los Angeles) that is called the Los Angeles
City Schools. The duties of the district counselors are
outlined tn the pnpblet On guidance,

"The carrying out of the evaluation program demands

certain technical and specialized skills. This specialized
help and the general responsibility for the educational
guidance program is assigned to the eupervistng counselor
in each of the districts.



"The functions of the supervising counselor include:
serving as consultant to the principal in opera'
ting his progrn of evaluation and guidance
aiding in the selection of assistants to the
counselor, and giving in"service training
through:

demonstrating techniques of giving, scoring
and. interpreting group intelligence tests
observing the candidates administer these
te ti

) evaluating the candidates' competence

(o) aiding principals and teachers in the maintain"
ing of usable records of children's growth
records adequate in extent for full appreciation
f the child's growth in all phasea, and obJec

tive in nature in order that they may be inter
preted accurately by the various persons tio

need the information
(d) helping principals in the grouping of pupils for

better instructional purposes
discussing with the principals and teachers the
trends shown in their surveys
helping principals and teachers to discover and
provide for the individual differences of
children
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(g) exchanging information with other supervisors

and cooperating with them in the improvement of

learning situations
(b) cooperating with the in-service training program

to aid new and old teacher's in understanding the
guidance and evaluation program

(1) acting as internediax'y between school and parent

in oases of dtaoord and disagreement
aiding in extending knowledge of the develop-

mental needs, physical and ment1, of all
children

acquainting principals and. teachers with the
newest and moat adequate studies and literature
available concerning educational guidance

(1) assisting rinoipala and teashz'a in creating
evaluation devices other than standardized
achievement tests with which to measure

objectives.
"The district supervisors of counseling are under the

technical supervision of the Supervisor of Guidance and
Counseling, Elementary Education Division and the Read

Supervisor of the Evaluation Section". (29, pl9)
Dr. Ruth Martinson of the University of California at

te Angeles contrIbuted much to the writer's understandl.ng
of the etatus of the elementary school counselor In Calif-
ornta to which her thesis i limited. Wh.t follows here
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was learned from conferences wIth her and a study of hex'

doctoral dissertation (31).
She made hex" investigation in order to determine (1)

the statutof elementary school counseling in California
and (2) the needs 'tiicb may exist for effective counselor
training programs in colleges and universities. In her
inquiry, she defined counselor as "one who is responsible
for helping teachers solve their own pupil-personnel px'ob-
lems, who assists persona in the solution of social or edu-
cetione]. problems, and/or who coordinates arid furnishes

leadership in the personnel work of a school". It was

stipulated that the counselor should be one who had dix'ect
contact with elementary school children.

She received 100 completed responses £x' people who

described themselves elementary school counaelox'a.

Their academic eparation showed a wide divergence in

tørms of both time and amount T.o amount of training
ranged from two to eleven pars, with eighty-seven pex' cent
holding bachelor's degrees, thirty-nine per cent, master's,
and five per cent, doctor's. Certain courses were of more

value to them than others. Two-thirds or more who took

the following courses rated them of much value:

1. Growth and development of the o].ement,.ry school

child
Growth and development of the kindergarten-

nursery school child
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Principles of guidance
Guidance practices in the elementary school
Use of standardized group tests
Education of exceptional cbildreii

7, Use of irividual intelligance tests
Use of projeetive techniques

Child welfare

Clinical psychology

Abnormal psychology

Social case work

Psychology of adjustment

Martinean's respondents listed these courses as being
of only some or little value: school law, elementary

school administration, history of education, experimental
psychology, physiological psychology, biology, and research
techniques. Teaching and practical training ware felt to
be the most important experiences for their work. Work in

a psychological clinic, supervised field work, and possibly
social work were stressed as being helpful for success in
the position of counselor.

Books which were of most value to them and the fre-

quency of times mentioned are given in the list below:
Author Title Frequency

Gesell The Child from Five to Ten 24

Rogers Counseling and Psychotherapy 1?



Author'

American Council
on Education

Louti tt

Trazier
Fenton

Rogers

Jones

Axline

Ks.nner

Strang

Teacher's Understand
Children

Title

Clinical Psychology

Techniques of Ouldance

Mental Hygiene in School
Practice

Clinical Treatment of Problem
Child

Principles Guidance

PlaZ Therapy

Child Psychiatry

Principles Guidanc

The counselors' duties were numerous and varied.

Thirty-four per' cent were teaching in clauses from kindexsa
garteri to university level. About one-third worked with

teachers in the interpretation of data, and the same number
investigated the causes of absences. They all listed the
study of individual problems as a responsibility. Problems

involving social relationships, academic failure, and
agreesion were mentioned most; while problems which in-

volved withdrawal, daydreaming, insecux'ity, and apathy or'

inertia accounted for only sixteen per cent of the total.
Many administrative duties were listed, inoluding such

assignments as cafeteria management, assembly and student

body activities, supervision of book orders, and

5
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audio-visual coordination. Fifty per cent spent tbreo-
fottha or more of their t1.me in counseling. Fourteen per

cent spent lees than half of their time as counselors.
Martinson summarizes the recommendations of those

replying to her questionnaire: potential counselors should

be encouraged during their undergraduate teacher training
to incorporate within their training courses reoommided by
the present group; graduate training for counselors should
follow a period of successful teacbing; college end univer-
sity recognition should be given to the need. for training
elementary school guidance personnel; guidance services

should be extended to include every teacher end child witb-
in the elementary school; there should be a salary differ-
ential between the amounts paid to teachers end counselors
sufficient to attract and bold qualified peractis.

The counselors replying and 1(artinson herself make the

recommendation that more adeauate services be provided,

especially in smaller districts end rural areas. Martinson

makes these suggestions:

1. Small districts in thickly populated areas could
pool financial resources and hire competent
counselors.

Small districts could hire counselors on a part-
time baste.

3. County staff resources could be extended to give

districts with no counselors o services.



4. State funds could be provided to extend adequate

guidance services to elementary schools.
Summarized, the x'ocoxnmendattona Martinson (31) makes

as a result of hex' study ax's:
1. Present college and university courses should be

studied for possible revision, and field
work in guidance should be provided.

Scholarships for potential guidance workers
should be provided.

Mental hygiene courae should be required for
all administrators and teachers.

There should be a credential for elementary
school counselors.

CountywiUe guidance organizations should be

organtzed.

Specialists should write xrre books and
on elementary school guidance.

Evaluative Criteria

One of the most constructive ways of deciding on
guidance practices is to check them against a valid set of
criteria. Unfortunately, no adequate criteria exist.

The nature of evaluation in any area can be easily
miaconceivod. This is especially true when it comes to
evaluating guidance practices. At a recent "Conference on
the Evaluation of the Modern Elementary School" held in the
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spring of 1951 in Southern California, the group discussing
the topic "How Should We Evaluate the Guidance Services?"
arrived at the following as criterIa for evaluations

How Should We Evaluate the Guidance Services?

THE AD1INXSTRPTOR'S RESPONSIBILITY IN GUID/NOE

Provides a regular testing program.
B. Encourages systematic nd complete use of

the cumulative record system.
Recognizes the need for age*grad. policy

in placement of children.
D. Provides for needs of exceptional children by

Case at4iea.
Placement in special classes.

Interprets to parents growth and development
chaz'acteriatjoe of children and the
learning process.

TUE CL&SSRO0? TEACHER 3 RESPONSIBI
GtJIDANCE

A. GuIdance for all children: in selecting
curricular ezperiencee and in planning
activities, the teachers

Understands developmental character-
istios and life needs of children.
Establishes security by accepting
each child as a person.
Provides for individual c
in ability.
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Places experiences with a balance of
success and failure.
Recognizes and develops special
aptttudes and interests.
Plans opportunities for children to
contribute in order to win prestige
and rospoiae from the group.
Encourages friendships and social
interactipn within the group.
Gonsiders borne values and parental
aapiratioka.

Giidanca for excepional children whose
are not met by the general program.
1. The teacher is skilled in diagnostic

technique
a. She is sensitive in observing

aigniioant smptomat1c behaviors.
She uees and interprets atandard

of Intelligence and
achievement.
She explores ways of studying the
dynam.o:s of behavior: soc iograxim,

reactjon stories, persona]. inter-
views

d. She dlsoovers parent influences
and cpmrnunity pressures which
affect children's bhaviora.

The teacblr develops resources for
helping these children adjust.
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She knows special resources in
the school and oornmuity which
an be of help.

She varies her schedule and
standards of activities to adapt
to special needs.
She plans reinforcing experiences
which help the exceptional child
approach normal expectations.

There was so little to guide the thinking of the par-
ticipants, most of whom were elementary school principals,
that the discussion centered mostly around routine s1minis-
trative functions and discipline problems. The teacher's
responsibility check list shows a deeper understanding,
is not very specific as to the way in which the persons
making the evaluation can ocnpile a meaningful record o
what are the actual practices, whether good or bad.

Some states have standardization criteria for the pur-
pose of docidirg whether or not a school is meeting the
minimum essentials in all respects, but this approach does
not emphasize the guidance aspect. It is merely an attempt
to get schools up to a standard of equipment and rractice
which 1ll qualify them for state aid. The Oregon stan-
dardization form issued by the State Department of Educa-
tion is a typical one (37).

The Federal Office of Education has an excellent set
of "Criteria for evaluating Guidance Programs in Secondary
Schools" and a companion pamphlet on how to use these cri-
teria (6; 7). Some of the items included in the pamphlets
may be used in evaluating elementary school practices, but



careful editing i. necessary; for example, Sections VI,
"Outstanding Charac ice of the Guidance Programs", and

VII, "General Evaluation of the Guidance Program" may be

utilized with very little, if any, change, while Section

II, "Guidance Staff", would require many deletions and

changes. Other sections vary in degree of efficacy for use

on the elementary school level.

The nearest approach the writer has found to a set of

criteria for evaluating elementary school practices in guid-

ance is the material developed by the South-Wide Workshop on

Elementary Criteria bald at Florida State University during
the summer of 1949. These criteria are for the evaluation

of the whole elementary school program, but contain many

suggestions that may be used in evaluating the guidance

program.

As stated by this group, the major functions of the el-

ementary school are: "(1) utilizing varied capacities and

interests, (2) serving basic human needs, (3) promoting

democratic human relationships, and (4) providing a variety

of life situations and experiences". (41, vol. 1, p.13)

Section B of the pamphlet developed by the group mentioned

above "is a look at the general functioning of an elemen-

tary school as it affects the lives of children" which con-

tains outline that "points to some w&yeof analyzing
capacities, needs, democratic relationships, and exper-

iences provided in areas of living--all of which have a
bearin upon how well th.e elementary school is meeting its

responsibilities



The major headings are: "Developing the Capacities of

the Individual and Group", "Meeting Basic Needs of the In-
divi.dual and the Group", "Promottug Democratic Individual-

Group Relationships", and "Providing Experiences for Broad

Areas of Individual-Group Living". Under each heading is

a group or criteria which may be used to evaluate guidance
practices.

Building on the work done by the United States OffIce

f Education and the material contained In the section of
the Workshop atud- referred to above (41), one should be
able to develop a good set of criteria for evaluating el-
ementary school guidance practices. it Is to be hoped
that the task il1 be undertaken and the results published
for use among the nation's elementary schools.



CHAPTER III

GATHERING THE DATA

Devisinç the Questionnaire

The questionnaire approach seemed to be the best way
to got the bulk of the desired information. After the
title, "Guidance Practices in the Elementary School",
decided upon, the field was broken up into ten areas as
enumerated in CHAPTER I. These areas were in turn divided
into s.gments and a specific statement *ade about each.
Positive statements were used rather than questions for
ease in replying. The whole questionnaire was devised so
as to make it very simple to answer.

The division into areas and then into specific state-
ments was jrimarily based on the experience of the writer
in the field of elementary school education. This is not
to say that he is not grateful for the valuable help given
by his graduate study advisory committee end that which be
secured from his reading. Both of these sources broadened
and clarified his thinking. The writer attempted in the
195 statements to cover the whole field of adjustment of
the pupil.

A letter of transmittal was also written, and both the
letter and the questionnaire were submitted to the thirteen
Burbank elementary school principals for their reooimnenda-
tioris. They made some good suggestions which, along with
those made by the advisory coimnittee, were adopted. The

revised questionnaire was then printed, and the letter of
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transmittal wae mimeographed (Appendices A and B)

ai1in the ueat1onnairo

The letter of transmittal was addres sod individually
by name to some 275 teachers and irincipals throughout the
nation. The mailing began on the fifteenth of September
(1950), and the first returna came in on October third.

The questionnaire, letter, and a self-add.ressed
stnped envelope were mailed to elementary school prin-
olpals chosen from the membership of the Departnrnt of
Elementary School Principals of the N.E.A. as listed in
the TwentyNintti Yearbook (1950) of the Department (33).
Local, state, and national officers and life members were
given preference. The nuior sent to each state was based
on the total population of the state and the nuer of mem-
bers in the Department of Elementary School Principals trmi
that state. All forty-eight states and the District of
Columbia were included.

The help of the Federal Office of Education and the
state departments of education was solicited In getting
manes of teachers who are doing outstanding work in elemen
tary school guidance (Appendix C). As soon as this Infoz'
nation was received a questionnaire was mailed to each of
the teachers With a note that she had been recommended by
the Federal or State officials. Teachers in twenty-nine
states were thus addressed.

A teacher from each Burbank El&nontary School waS

given a questionnaire, end all Burbank Elementary School
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principals were asked to react to the questions.
Replies showed marked interest In the subject of elemen-

tary school guidance. Principals and teachers throughout
the nation commented on the questionnaire, usually favor-
ably, and asked for copies and for results of the study.

From Michigan, an educator wrote: "Aitho adequate

guidance is necessary to satisfactory scholastic progress,
there are not enough communities, boards of education,
administrators and principals who recognize the value of
guidance and the extra amount of work entailed in maintain-
ing a good program. As a result, many interested school
personnel, who establish and try to maintain a program,
gradually allow the program to collapse because of the
extra work involved, and because they receive no recogni-
tion for their efforts. Neither work or salary adjustments
are made for those who assume added work and responsibili-
ties to further a guidance program.

'Perhaps a result of tbi$ study could be sent to every
superintendent, board of education and. parent-teacher pres-
ident in cities under 50,000 to acquaint them with the
training, experience, time end effort involved in initiat-
ing, maintaining end improving an adequate guidance program.
There are foundations for the advancement of' education
which might finance this proposal. Success to ur eflwte".

The interest being manifested will, it in hoped,
result in scne advances being made in the extension and
improvement of guidance practices. Evidence of this may
be seen in these three quotations from principals replying



to the questionnaire:
"We are just making a email beginning tow an

organized guidance program in o school. Until this year all
guidance has been don. by the classroom teacher' and the
principal. I could have given you more intelligent answers
next year after our program has been in opeitim for a ye

"Our center, for whole school system, was formerly
known as Curriculum Dept., later, Testing Department. Now,

in addition, Guidance Clinic. I am axious to see what you
get together. I regret that what I am glad to send is so
meager. This general center, referred to above, is housed
in an old 4-story school building now crowded on all sides
by commercial enterprises. In other words, eomethin of
an annex to the central school administration (housed soon
in a new city ba.1 (L) a block roved). Fine and profes-
sional personnel, beaded by a Ph.D. man, former principal
elementary school here. I know so little about what pop-
ulaz'ly 18 now being called 'guidance' that I merely am con-
vinced we all know too little. So good wishes to you, and
may the beat be provided, by and by".

"Some of the st desirable procedures in guidance
are only in their beginning in the school. Last year Ailie
Yniestra. was a 'Pilot' school in Florida and received fa'-
able commendation, but the total personnel know that the
guidance phase of the program is still in its infancy. The

forms used for reporting to the homes are personal notes
and outnded report cards. Just hope this will help you
your study".



Professional Hark of Those Replying

A total of 120 replies was received, as shown in TABlE
I. Although no supervisors were aadressod, it will be noted
that a questionnaire was filled out by an elementary school
supervisor. It differed little from the others, so it was
tabulated with the rest. Of course, answers from the prin-
cipals predominated, there being a total 01' nine
ulated in the study as compared to twenty-three

TABlE I

NtThIBER OF PRINCIPALS AND TEICHERS REPLYING

Replies were received from:
Principals throughout the United States
(Not including Burbank) 83

Burbank rincipala 13

Teachers throughout the United States
(Not including Burbank) 12

Burbank teachers 11

1emtaz'y School SupervIsor
(New Haven, Connecticut) I

Total 120

Professional Dereee Hold

TABlE II indicates that most of those who replied bold
a degree higher than a bachelor's. Only two teachers reply-
ing hold no degree, while two of the elementary school prin-
cipals hold doctor's degrees. Perhaps this high levol of
professional training is due to the fact that the people
addressed were a select group, as indicated by their being
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leaders in the Department of Elementary
of the National Education Association or, if teachers,
because they were recommended by some higher School o

The opinions expressed on the questionnaires are,
therefore, those of school people who have bad years of
college training -- in most cases, more than the minimum
four eurfl,

TABLB II

Si of Commun.tty and School

In general, replies were received from tb larger
cities and from the larger elementary schools. This, too,
is no doubt due to the method of selection of those to whom
the questionnaire was sent. The siziof the cities from
which questionnaires were returned ae shOwn in TABLE III.

Almost two-thirds of the replies were received from
communities of from ten to one hundred thousand popu1aton
Metropolitan cities contributed over one-fifth of the

BY 1!OSE REPLYING

Degrees Held: Per Cent
of Total

Teacher's credential only: Prinoials - none
Teachers - 2 1.7%

Bachelor's Principals - 51
Teachers - 17 .7%

Master's Prixicipala - 62
Teachers - 4 55.19

Principals - 2
Teachers - none 1
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total, while rural areas under ten thousand were repre-
sented by a little over 13%. ihatever conclusions are to
be drawn, therefore, it must be kept in mind that the
answers represent the thinking and practices or educators
in larger elementary schools in urban areas.

TABLE I

OF CITIES STUDIED

Size of e
Per Cent
of Total

Less than 10,000

10,000 to 50,000

50,000 to 100,000

100,000 to 500,000

Over 500,000

Principals 14
Teachers - 2

Principals - 37
Teachers - 4

Principala - 23
Teacher a -13
Principal 16
Teachers

Principals - 6
Teachers - 2

13.4%

34.4%

30

More than half of the schools represented have en-

roliment at over 500. No one- or two-teacher schools are
included. Indeed, about five-sixths of the answers come
from schools with nine teachers or ro. The sizes of the
schools from which qeationnsirea were returned are shown
in TABI IV.



Size of school:

Less than 50

50 to 150

150 to 300

300 to 400

400 to 500

Over 500

rype of Elementary School

The predomthating type of elementary school described

by the returned, questionnaires is one which has a kinder-
garten and grades one to aix. Half of the replies are from
such schools. About two-thirds of the achoola have a
kindergarten, and approziniately one-fourth include grades
through the eighth grade. Several, it may be noted from

TABLE V, have an atypical range of grades. The types of

elementary schools reporting are shown in TABLE V.

TABLE IV

SIzES OF SCHOOLS STUDIED

Principals - 0
Teachers - 0

Principals - 5
Teachers - 0

Principals - 10
Teachers - 4

Principals - 18
Teachers - 1

Principals - 18
Teachers - 2

Principals - 47
Teachers - 16

81

Per Cent
of Total

0.0%

16.5%

52.1%



TABLE V

TYPES OF E E TART SCHOOLS STUDIED

Type of elementary school:

Grades kindergarten to six Principals -
Teacher's

Grades on. to six Principals
Teachers

Grades kindergarten to eight Principals
Teachers

Grades one to eIght Principals
Teachers

Other: Principals
Teachers

5
0

Principals - 1

Principals
Principals

Total "Other" 1.6%

Guidance Courses Taken

TABLE VI shows what guidanca courses had been teken by

those replying and what courses were considered moat help-

ful. It may be noted that the largest number had taken
"Psychological Tests and Testing" d "Mental llyiene".
The usual courses required for degrees and credentials were
Indicated, including courses In supervision, school admin-
istration, educational psychology, and Intelligence testing.
These latter courses were apparently different In the minds

Per Cent
of Total

82

50.8%

.7%

12.7%

10.2%



of some of the reepondont

Testing".
Of the courses ta

rom 'Psychological Tests an

by t&.i or more of those replying,
four were resrded as most helpful by 50% or more: super-

vised counselor training, counseling techniques and proce-
dures, rineiples of counseling, and occupational and edu-
cational information. Psychological Test8 and Testing and

Mental Hygiene were just short of the 50% mark as being

most helpful. Courses in pupil personnel work and organ
zation and administration of guidance services were not
very helpful to those tcing them apparently, as less than
one-third of the replies were checked favorably.

TABI VI and interviews which the writer has bad at
state end national conventions of principals indicate that
not many gudanca courses have been included in the train-
ing of elementary school administrators. Some principals

conmiented on the questionnaire that they wiabed they knew

more about guidance principles, and the same feeling has
been expressed time and again to the writer when he dis-
cussed guidance with the principals.



GUIDANCE COURSES TAKES BY THOSE 
REPIXING TO QtJESTIONIRE 

Mo at 
Helpful 

____. Teach. Prin. Teach. 

Courses 
Taken 

10 

27 

17 

TABlE VI 

14 

10 

3 10 

2 

8 

4 

26 

12 28 5 

Per Cent of 
Those Taking 

The Course 
Who Found it 

Helpful 

57% 

53% 

67% 

52% 

100% 

0% 

Principals and Pr 
tices of Guidance 

Services 44 

Organization arid 
Administration of 

Guidance Services 37 

Supervised Coun- 
selor Training 

Couneeltng Tecti- 
niques and 

Procedures 

Hi. Sohool 
Counseling 

Principles of 
Counseling 

Occupational an Educational 
Information 

Vocational Guidan 

Pupil Personnel Work 2 

Psychological Teats 
and Testing 71 

Mental Hygiene 7 

Techniques in 
Guidance 

Child Guidance 

14 35% 

62% 

36% 

29% 

49% 

46% 



Guidance of
Elementary
Child

Methods and Content
of Course in
Occupation a

Community Agencies
nd Their Part iu

Gu1doe
Placement and Em-
p1oment Office
Procedure

Beginning Guidance
Workshop

Other courses mentioned were Supervision, Adainiatratlo
Psychology, and Intelligence Testing Courses.

Co]lea and Jnlvorsitiee

A total of sixty-one colleges and universities were
mentioned where classes in uidsnoe were taken by the prin-
cipals and teachers replying. In all but a few instances,
from one to four classes wore taken. Those checked most

often are shown in TABLE VII. Columbia University

(Teachers College) and the tJnivorsity of Southern Calif-
ornia load in this table with thirty-two and twenty-nine
courses taken respectively.

Most
Helpful

Prin. Teach. Prin. Teach.

Courses
Taken

3.

Per Cent of
Those Taking
The Course
Who Found it

He 1fu1

10

0%

85

TABLE (Concluded)



TABI VII

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES WHERE MO
GUIDANCE COURSES WERE TJXRN

Institution

Teachers College, Columbia Universit

University of Southern California

University of California at Ia Angeles

Oregon State College

Colorado State College of Education

Utah St*te Agricultural College

New York University

Ohio State University

Washington University, Missouri

Yale University

University of Tennessee 8

University of Wyoming 8

Indiana University 7

Johns Hopkins Univer8ity I

University of Wisconsin 7

University of Arkansas 6

Drake University 6

University of North Carolina 6

OccIdental College, Los Angeles 6

Temple University, Pennsylvania 6

86

No. of Classes
Taken

32

29

19

15

12

11

10

10

10

9
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The data recorded in the preceding seven tables
describe some of the characteristics of the schools and
the sohool people whose responses to the questionnaire
have formed an important part of this study1 The sohoola

are mostly large ones from urban areas. The teachers and

principals have spent many year's in colleges and univer-
sities preparing for their positions, but have not had
many courses in guidance.

The tables in the next chapter are based on data
gathered from that part of the questionnaire which asked
the principals and. teachers about the guidance prirciples
which they think are desirable and the guidance practices
which they follow.



CHAPT1

IONNIRE RESPONSES ON GUIDANOF

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

Administration Provisions
md vidual Differences

The quality of the school program depends on the in-
genuity and vision of the principal. His administrative
rooedures play a large part in the proper guidance of the
pupils. The types of physical equipment provided, the
selection of instructtonal materials, the grouping cf
pupils, and other details of administration contribute to
the development of the personality and the character of the
pupil.

TABLE VIII below shows in per cents of the total num-

ber replying what elementary school people think is desir-

able and what they practice in the area of pupil grouping
and the administration of the curriculum. It may be noted

that .bat Is thought desirable Is rather consistently
practiced.

One exception is Item 10. Although 71% deem it desir-

able not to have grade designations in the primary depart-
ment, a bare 8% have such an organization in their schools.
One principal conmiented: "I think this is a very desirable
situation. lie are working at It, but do not have the plan
completely organized as ye I am sure that this .111 be



a real solution to the many problems found in the izx
mediate grades".

TABLE VIII

PUPIL GROUPING AND MODIFICATIONS
OF THE CURRICULTBI

8

1. Pupils are put into
classes according to
their level of ability
regardless of age .....

Returns b Per Cent

Desirable Our Practice

Yes No Blank Yes No Blank

10.0 81.7 8.3 5.0 87.5 7.5

2. Pupils are put into
classes according to
their level of aob.ieve-
merit regardless of age 10.8 79.2 10.0 10.0 82.5 7.5
Pupils are put into
classes with their age
group regardless of
ability 40.8 46.7 12.5 46.7 45.0 8.3

4. Pupils are put into
classes with their age
group regardless of
achievement ........... 38.3 50.0 11.7 38.3 48.4 4'

5. Pupils are put into
classes with their ago
group but provision is
made within those c1aase
for special groupings
for various subjects ... 91.7 5.0 .0 11.7 3.3

6. Departmentalization
below seventh grade is
used as a means of car-
ing for individual
abilities 2 12.5 108 78.4 10.8



Acceleration by skip-
ping is used as a means
of caring for the needs
of the superior child
Aoeleration by taking
more than one grade a
year is used as .a means
of caring for the needs
of the superior child
Acceleration under an
individual instruction
program of enrichment
is used to meet the
needs of the superior
child . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10. The primary department
is organized with no
grade designations so
that pupils nave at dif-
ferent rates, some tak-
ing four years for the
normal three grades ...

1].. Each child is expected
to pass a set standard
of work before be is
promoted . ...... .. .

Pupils are given trial
promotion .............
Undor special eondi

tions, a child is pro-
noted at other than
regular promotion tune

Retardation is used to
care for the needs of
the slow learner ......

TABLE VIII (Continued)

Returns by Per Cent
able Our Practice

Yes Blank Yes No Blank

4.2 85.9 10.0 10.0 81.7

8.3 82.5 9.2 5.8 85.0

8.7 5.8 7.5 71.7 23.3 5.0

70.8 21.7 85.9 5.8

20.0 71.7 8.3 23.3 69.2 7.5

38.5 56.7 10.8 43.3 50.9 5.8

65.0 23.3 11.7 57.5 37.5 5.0

21.6 61.7 16.7 39.2 47.5 13.3



TABLE VIII (Continued)

Returns by Per Cent

Desirable Our Practice

Yes No Blank Yes No Blank

15. The same curriculum
content is taught to
all classes of the
same grade level ...... 13.3 78.4 8.3 28,4 6 .6 5.0

16. The curriculum content
within each grade level
is variable in accord-
ance with the develop-
mental level, of the
children as a wtiole in
the class 87.5 4.2 8.3 75.9 18.3 5.8

17. A differentiated cur-
riculum for groups rank-
thg markedly below or
above the average of
the class Is set up 72.5 14.2 13.3 50.0 37.5 12.5

18. A differentiated cur-
riculum for individuals
ranking markedly below
or above the average of
their class is sot up 72.6 15.0 12.5 45.8 40.0 14.2

19. The same textbooks are
used for all children
in a given grade 11.7 84.1 4.2 21.1 70.8 7.5

20. A textbook and a var-
iety of supplementary
materials are used 88.4 3.3 8.3 92.5 4.2 3.3

21. Supplementary books
are of the sane roadin
difficulty as the other
books of that grade
level .. ... ... 11.7 80.0 8.3 16.7 75.0 8.3



TABLE VIII (Concluded)

Returns b Per Cent

Desirable Our Practice

92

5,0 4.2

0.0 1.7

In many schools, teachers end principals ar fated
with the child who cannot keep pace with most of the other
pupils. This is especially true in the firit grade where
reading is first being taught. Whereas many school people

are conscious of the problem, they do not know what is the
best solution for it. As is shown in the questionnaire
replies in TABlE VIII, one way to attack it is to eliminate
th grade designations for the fIrst tbzee or four years of
sobool after the kindergarten. Since thIs goes ar;aInet

tradition, few schools have been successful in tryIng it.
The Los Angele8 School System t one time introduced the
primary school idea where pupils spent either three or four
years at the work of the first three grades, depending on
their ability to fulfill the requirements laid down by the
Course of øtudy (mostly in reading). To the best of the

Yes No Blank Yes

22. Supplementary books
range in reading diff I-
eulty from at least one
grade below to one
gradeabove.......... 95.9 0.8 3.3 90.8

23. Audio-Visual materials
are provided: films,
filmstrips, slides, pos-
ters, charts, maps,
radio records, fieldtrips, etc. ........... 96.7 0.8 2.5 98.3



writer's knowledge, this practice no longer holds in Los
Angeles, but In some schools there, a sell 88 In many

other California schools, "Senior First Grade" or "Adve.need

First Grade" or some other such name is given to the second
year that slow first graders take before they are sent into
the second grade. In Burbank, about 15% of the first grade
children are placed inAdvanced First Grade", thus getting
another full year in the elementary school.

Items 17 arid 18 also show discrepancies between what

is desirable and what is practiced, although to a lesser
degree than was the case in Item 10. A differentiated
curriculum for groups and for indjviduals r'azking markedly
below or above the average of their class is considered
desirable by almost three-fourths of those replying but
less than one-half make such provisions.

Typical comments made by principals and teachers on

the differentiated curriculum for these exceptional groups
highlight the fact that practice differs and also that the
problem is being attacked by elementary school people.
Here are some notations made on the returned question-

naires: "We are beginning". "Primary only". "In reading
only". "For low". "Through enrichment". 'Shou1d be in-

dividualized within the group". "e attempt to have each
section of grade level a cross section".

Dividing the class into three groups for reading,
spelling, and arithmetic Is a widespread practice. On
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both primary and intermediate levels, it is a more C

approach to the problem of providing for individual differ-
ences. Some school systems may use homogeneous grouping,

but none visited by the writer in Oregon or in California
group in this way any more, although some did in year's

past, designating such classes as "X, Y ax 1" or in some

other cryptic way, attempting unsuccessfully to hide the
tact that one group was bright, the second normal, and the
third dull

Departmentalization below seventh grade (Item 6) is
considered desirable by a few more than those who ar

actually practicing it, but both groups are a small minor
ity only of those replying. The trend is definitely away
from departmentalization in the elementary schools,
although special teachers may be used in certain subject-
matter fields.

Another problem of considerable interest in
ementary school is that of retardation. Item 14 was

checked in the affirmative under "Praot almost twice

as many as those who checked it affirmatively under Desir-

able". It elicited tse comments: 'To a degree". "Some

cases". "Within lim5ts". "Occasionally". "Oxly grades 3.

and 2 where foundation work is so necessary and there is
provision for levels of achevnent".

Much has been written on the subject of retardation.
To the writer it appears that whether the chIld Is



"retarded" or not should depend strictly on whether the
child will benefit from such retardation in tb. light of
what is known about the growth arxl development of children

and what the school staff and parents know about the child
being studied. Certainly no rigid rule should be followed,
although snetimes such is the case. If a pupil cannot
reed the book of a given grade, be is kept in the lower
grade for another year. This seems to be the practice of
about 50% of those replying to the questionnaire, although
only 22% think it desirable.

Nine of the items which rex's checked as wxlesirable by

two-thirds or more of those replying are practiced by a
small minority. In TABLE VIII, these are Items 1, 2, 6, 7,
8, 11, 15, 19, and. 21. Possibly, in those few schools,
administrative practices are too rigid ox' funds are not
available for varied materials of instruction.

Item 15 in the above table is related to the items in
TABLE U, below.



TABLE

USE OF GRADE NORMS
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It may be noted that the practice is not ocinpietely
consistent with what is thought desirable, although the
dcrepanciea are not excessive. One principa1s conunet

is to the effect that these atatnenta should be qualified
because there is an "overlapping of time, assignments, and
teaching prooedures".

After Item 24, a principal wrote: "I'm afraid th i
true in. the upper grades". For Item 27 there were several
qualifying coxmnenta: "Standardized tests". "Metropolitan

Achievement". "Depends on teacher". "Achievement, yes --

Raturnabj PerO e

Desirable Our Practice

Yea Blank Yes No Blank

All children in a class
24. Expected to learn the

same facts 5.0 90.0 5,0 11.7 83.3 5.0

25. Given the same daily
assignment 4.2 90.0 14.2 81.6 4.2

Given the same amount
of time for preparing
a lesson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 7 7.5 17.5 78.3 4.2

27. Judged by the same
standards on tests .,... 10.0 90.0 10.0 28.4 63.3

28. Taught by the same
procedures ............. 6.7 87.5 13.3 80.9 5.8
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teacher made, no".

The retu'ns 8hown in TABLE X, which follows, provide

but one noteworthy statistic: outside atudy activities of
pupils are apparently believed to be less desirable than
other factors in determining the vrk expected from each
child. There is also a greater discrepancy between the
nuer who think it desirable to consider the activities
and those wl actually do.

One of the principals considered the subject so impor-
tant that his master's thesis was written on the "After
School Hour. of Boys and Girls". He writes, "This proved
to be a very interesting subject and is most helpful in my
work".

The other practices mentioned in this table all seem
to be highly desirable and are apparently normal activities
in most schools. Comments made in general about all are:

"We try hard". "When possible". "Use all to 8. certain
degree".



TABlE X

AMOUNT AND QU.&LITY OF WORK EXPEOT1) OF PUPILS

Re turns by Per Cent

Desirable Our Practice

Yes No Blank Tee No Blank

Itema considered in deter-
mining the amount and
quality of work expected
oi each child;

The physical arriLemer4t of a ciasroor can contribute
to the proper guidariceof elementary school children. Fr

experience, the writer is convinced that adjustable deska
which can be grouped informally are moro conducive to bar-

monious group living. T.U3T.E XI indicates that most of the

replies are n agreement about the desirability of having

29. Health ...............
30. Home baokground ......
31. Past educational

95.8

94.2

0.0

1.6

4.2

4.2

95.0

87.5

2.5

9.2

2.5

3.3

opportunities *0*ø 93.4 0.8 5.G 87.5 7.5 5.0

32 iative ability ....... 95.8 0.0 4*2 95.0 1.7 3.3

33. Attitude toward school 83.4 8.3 8.3 72.5 19.2 8.3
34. Outside aotivites ... 74. 14.2 9.2 7.5 33.3 9.2

35. Past echolastic
achievement ........... 86.7 7.5 5.8 85.0 10.0 5.0

36. Rate of phyaiealgrowth ................ 90.0 3.3 6.7 73.4 20.8 5.8

3r/ Emotional stability .. 94.2 0.8 5.0 84.2 10.0 5.8
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this room arrangement but a lesser number actually have it
as is shown in Items 4]. and 42.

Tables and ohaire on wooden floors are quite noisy,
but because of the opportunity they afford fw nor's feinily-
like acttvitiea, they are usually used in the primar'y
grades. This is shown in Items 38, 39, and 40.

The practice is far from uniform even within the eic
building. Comments made on Item 38 include: "Movable

desk:s". "Only in a few rooms". "We use both". NSome

rooms". Similarly for Item 39, the comments indicate
varied practices, although tables and chairs are not used
as extensively at the intermediate grade level.

The coat of the equipment is a factor. Some prth-

cipala would like movable and adjustable desks; but noney
is not always available, according to some of the remarks.

Item 43, arrangin lighting and seating for left-S
handed children, has been of concern to school people. In

a right-banded world, it is not easy to provide for those
who are left-handed. Principals indicate that they try
"when possible". One principal in an eastern community

writes: "An old building--lucky to have any lighti"



TAJ3LE XI

OP SEATING PROVIDED FOR PUPILS

100

One of the most fundamental needs of manld.rid is a feel-

ing of security, and all form8 of recognition and success
in the elementary school should be designed to satisfy this
desire for security. Giving pupils eympathetic understand-

ing and affection will prevent large nuinbeaof them fran
developing serious nervous and mental difficulties until
none but highly trained psychologists and psychiatrists can

Returns by Per Cent

Desirable Our Praoico

Yes io Blank Yes No Bla

Tables arid chairs (rather
than desks) ax's used in:
38. Prlrnaz'y rooms 85.9 5.8 8.3 79.2 15.0 5.8

39. Intermediate rooms 52.5 40.0 7.5 29.2 60.8 10.0

40. Seventh ax1 eibth
grwles 25.8 35.0 39.2 12.5 48.0 42.5

41. Desks are adjustable
in order to fit the
changing needs of
obi].di'en .............. 90.8 0.0 9.2 76.7 15.0 8.3

42. Desks are movable .... 900 1.7 8.3 75.0 1.8 9.2

43. Lighting and seating
is arranged for laft-
banded obildx'en ....... 90.0 3.3 6.7 62.5 34.2

Providing for Mental Health
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help them.

Replies show that moat elementary echool principals

end teachers realize the importance of tho foregoing st&te"'
monte. TABlE XII is based on the replies from the 120
principals and teachers end shows that there is almost
complete agreement on what is desirable and what i prac-

ticed in helping a child achieve mental health.
Many pertinent comments were made by the prinoipala

about the teacher's role in guidance. One points out the

importance of the teacher's own mental health: "I realize
that it would be difficult to frame queeti.ons concerning
the work of the classroom teacher in child guidance, but I
feel she is the key person in the program. It would be

interesting to secure opinions of principals regarding the
personal mental health of teachers, and their evaluations
of the practices of their teachers which did nor did not
contribute to the guidance and mental health of the
pupils", In any progri of guidance, the principal must
take into consideration the mental health of the teacher'.



TAB

PROVISIONS M&DE FOR FOERING
MENTAL }tFJtflI'1 OF PUPILS

Returns by Per Cent

irabie Our Practice

4.2 4.2

!i2. Blank
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5.8 6.7

5.8 2.5

0.8 5.0

81.7 10,0

3.3 6.7

44. Pupil is given a feeling
that be is accepted even

Yes No Blank Yes

when his behavior is not
condoned . . . . . . . . . . 90.9 5.8 87.5

45. A wide variety of op-
portunities for self-
expression is provided 0.0 4.2 91.6

46. Economically urifor-
tunate children are
cared for without
embarrae ament 95.8 0.0 4.2 95.0

47. Common loyalties and.
group concerns are de-
veloped through assembly
progranis, volunteer
giving, celebrating
special days, flag
ceremonies, etc. 94.2 5.8 91.7

48. The child is ezicour-
aged to work to his
fullest capacity through
praise and encouragement 94.2 0.0 5.8 94.2

49. Child is urged to work
through fear of failure 5.8 85.9 8.3 8.3

50. Child's problems are
talked over in a private
conference between the
child and tio teacher 93.3 0.0 6.7 90.0
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Item 49 expresses a poUc which has been much debated

in the past. At present, not many school people think it
desirable to urge -a child to work tbrough fear The re-

plies show that about 8% use tear as motivation. One prin-

cipal wrote that using both praise and feer' of failure is
desirable and he hoped it was his practice. Another' prin-

cipal stated positively there is 11no such thing as

TABI III

51. An understanding is
built up that not all
children are able to do
the same things and that
no stigma is attached to
failure to do so ......

(Concluded)

Returns by Per Cent

ticeDesirable Our Prac

Yes £40 Blank Yes No

5.8

Blank

95.8 0,0 4.2 90.0 4.2

52. The reaction of the
others in a class to a.
particular child is
given consideration in
placing a child in a
room . . . . . . . . S S S 5- 87.5 5.8 6.7 76.6 16.7 6.7

53. The effect of the
teacher's personality
ou the child is given
consideration in plac-
ing a child in a loom 95.0 0.0 5.0 80.0 13.

54. Each child is given
responsibilities in
both classroom and
school procedures S.. 95.0 0.8 4.2 87.5 9.2

55. School rules are modi-
fied to f it the needs
of individual pupils . 79.2 11.6 9.2 70.9 15.8 13.3
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failure I"
A clarifying connent applying to this statement and

perhaps to others in the questionnaire was made by a prin-
cipal: "The answers to some questions would vary With

different teachers. No. 49 for instsnce. All of our
teachers do riot attempt to nt tivate this fear of failure,
but since a majority do so the question was marked aff Irma-

tively". Others added such remarks as these: "Sometimes,

I fear". "In some situations". "Soriie teachers do, but

not as a general policy". "We have a non-failure program".

Another moot question Is expressed In Item 55. One

principal replied that "School rules are made by the chil"
dran to fit their own needs". Another wrote, "Few rules

are used, but all children are expected to comply". A

number said, "Exceptions are made". "In exceptional
cases". "Varies". "Somewhat". "Not extensively".

Some schools are lenient about enforcing some rules,
but do not modify those affecting health and safety. Some

would like to do more with respect to changing rules for
the benefit of the child. They write, "Not as much as we

would like to have it" and. "Attempted".

The comments about the other statements indicate that
teachers and principals realize the Importance of the prac-
tices listed and are endeavoring to use them. Typical are
such notes as: "Try to". "Not enoughW. "As far as
possible". "Should be more often".



Developing Physical Well-Being

To help the individual make sat ctory adjustments,
it is imperative that the teacher understand him end help
him understand hInelf As an organism, the pupil responds
to stimulation. His responses are dependent on his physi-

well-being, and providing for his physical health is
an important part of guidance at the elementary school
level..

TABLE XIII shows that elementary school people show a

consistent desire to keep children In the best of health,
although their practice is not up to their wishes. Check-

irig the health of each child is usually done by a nurse or
doctor at least once during the elementary school ysar.
Many schools examine the child at the first, fourth,
seventh grades.

Usually those who need medical care arid are unable to
get It are helped in some way, often by referral to the
county hospital. Physical education and health teaching
are usually closely related, but the habits of good eating
are not extensively developed through the use of the
lunchroom.

Special provisions are made for physically handicapped
children. Of course, thia depends on the degree of the
handicap. "If handicap Is very severe, the child is oared
for by specialists. If slight, he Is kept in public



few handicapped children in school. Two epsatica who are

not able to walk but otherwise are able to carry on school
work with the rest of the class. These we allow to remain

in school. Two others we bad sent to a special school be
cause we could not teach them. The extent of the handicap,
I think, ehou].d govern this situatIon".

Some of the schools have special classes Thr the
physically handicapped. In some of the larger comunities,
entire schools are devoted exclusively to the teaching of
the handicapped. "Special class in this school" id "0
school baa a special department for handicapped children"
are some of the coimments. Long Beach and Los Angeles are

examples of cities with orthopedic and other special
schools.

A prIncipal, in the Glendale, California, Schools da-
scribes the health program of that system. "A full-time
woman physician azc. two part-time men physicians are em-

ployed who make routine physical examinations of selected

grades, and. do special examinations at the request of
parents, principals, teachers, nurses, or the guidance
department. They also counsel parents on health problems.

A part-time dentist examines all elementary pupils and
eighth grade junior high pupils annually and notifies
parents of defects. Follow up Is made and indigen

106

school" writes one principal. Many other co were to

the effect that, "It depends on the degree". have a
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referred to the Parent-Teacher Association dental plan.
"Ten fu1lt1me nurses carry on a program of first aid,

communicable disease prevention, individual hearing and

vision tests, and home calls for recommending correction
of detects. They counsel parents arid pupils on health
problems. The nurses are responsible for the tx'axisport&-

tion of children who become sick or are injured at school
to home, doctor's office, ox' hospital. They refer children
who need medical attention and whose families are Linari-

cially unable to pay for core to the proper authorities",
"Glendale Home School provides instructional service

for sick and physically handicapped pupils, grades one to
twelve, inclusive. Pupils who are confined to their homes
have netruction from a visiting teacher. If pupils are
physically able, they attend classes at the home school
center. The school follows th general curriculum as set
up by the superintendent. Cases include not only the chil-
dren whose handicaps are easily recognized but also those
whose problems are loss obvious, such as the brain damaged.

"Glendale schools have no facilities to care for chil-
dren with severely limited viston. Such cases are sent to
a sight saving school in Los Angeles. It is anticipated,
however, that upon completion of the new school building
for the physically handicapped, c].a5ses for children with
defective vision will be established".

In addition to providing their own health services,



school systems cooperate closely with local health deper
merits and other public health agencies as is shown in
TABLE XIII.

TABLE XIII

PROVISIONS MADE FOR iOERING
PEYSICAL HEALTH OF PUPILS

Returns by Per Cent

Desirable Our Practice

Yea No Blank Yes No Blank

56. The physical health of
each child is checked by
a nurse or doctor ..... 95.0 0.0 5.0 79.1 16.7 4.2

57. Arrangements are made
for medical care for a
pupil when his parenta
are unable to pay for it 92.5 2.5 5,0 80.8 11.1 7.5

58. Pupils are guided in
an understanding of
nutritional values of
various foods ........ 95.0 0.0 5.0 90.8 5.0 4.2

59. An understanding of
the physical body and
how it works is taught 95.0 4.2 84.2 12,5

60. Opportunities which
develop coordination
and control of muscles
are provided 'a .0 0.8 4.2 92.5 5.8 1.7

61. Faculty shows a sym-
pathetic interest in
and an understanding
of children with physi-
cal or other handicaps 95.8 0.0 4.2 96.7 0.8 2.5



TABU XIII (Concluded)
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Returna by Per Cent

Desirable Our Practice

Yes No Blank Yes No Blank

62, Spastic, crippled, ar4
other children with such
handicaps are kept in
the school . . . . . . . . . . . 35.8 49.2 15,0 35.8 56.? 7.5

63. Such children are
taught by the Home Dept.
or are sent to a special.school ................ 75.9 10.8 13.3 77.5 15.8 6.7

64. Use is made of the
school lunchroom in
teaching good health
practices 89.2 2.5 8.3 68.4 25.8 5.8

65. Provision is made for
some definite time for
systematic instruction
in health . * . , . . . . . . . . 4.2 5.0 81.7 12.5

66. The school makes use of
services which help pre-
vent disease or to over-
come handicaps prior to
school enrollment such
as immunization, prenatal
clinics, pre-sehool
round-ups, etc. ....... 95.0 0.0 5.0 93.4 0.8

67. The school makes use of
services which help con-
trol epidemics or which
deal with persistent
health ixroblems ....... 95.8 0.0 4.2 97.5 0.8 1.7

68. The school makes use of'
services which remedy or
help overcome physical
defects such as poor eye
sight, faulty teeth,
anemia, diseased tonsila
etc. 95.8 0.0 4.2 95.8 2.5 1.7



Guiding Social Growt

The writer agrees with those who say that by' the very
nature of our society it is mandatory that schools teach
democratic principles d that they provide opportunities
for living according to them under Ideal conditions.
ticing democratic living in the elementary school seems to
be quite prevalent according to the return8 in TABI XIV.

What is desirable and what is practiced is identical with
the possible exceptions of Items 76 and 77, where practice
is not up to what is desired.

In this table, as in some others, the degree to wtai
such practices are used is not brought out. The comments

of some principals indicate they are not satisfIed with
what they are doing, although they oriecked the Items af-
firmatively. "We try". "Spotty". "Not enough". "Hope

to". "T.imi ted". "To some tent". "I hope". "Working

to this goal
The outcomes of the techniques described In this sec-

tion being intangibles are difficult to evaluate. The per

cent of those who practice them "In some degree" is very
high. This is no doubt due to the tact that such concepti
cannot be pin-pointed but must remain general at least
the effectiveness of such techniques can be tested only by
observing the pupils' behavior. Sometimes even the valid-

ity of the behavior is questionable until the child attains

110



maturity and is a functioning member of 8OCiety.

TABI XIV

OPPORTUNITIES PROVILED FOR SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF PUPILS

69. An understanciing of
spiritual and ethical

turns

Desirable Our Practice

Yea No Blank Yes No Blank

values is developed ... 94.2 0.8 5.0 94.2
70. Opportunities are pro-

vided for accepting
responsibilities ...... 95,8 0.0 4.2 97.5 0.8 1.7

71. Opportunities are pro-
vided for learning to
cooperate with others 95.8 0.0 4.2 99.2 0.0 0.8

72. Every person is given
an opportunity to si-
press his views ....... 3.4 0.8 .0 3.3 8.7

73. Respect is shown for
each pupil's ideas .... 95.0 0.0 5.0 92.5 2.5 5.0

74. Each. child is helped
to accept group decis-
ions without complaint 95.0 0.0 5.0 95.8 1.7 2.5

75. Children are aBted
in understanding the
necessity for ezchang-
ing leadership-follow-
ship roles 95.8 0.0 4.2 95.0 2.5 2.5

76. Guidance is given in
building increasingly
nature relationships
with members of the
same and the opposite
se,x 1.7 2.5 5.8 75.0 19.2 5.8



TABLE XIV (Concluded)

Returns Cent

Desirable Our Practia

Access to Professional Service.

Earlier in this chapter, it siid that one of the

alma of the elementary school should be to keep large num-
bers of children from developing serious nervous and mental
difficulties. On the other hand, special services should
be available for the children wto need them.

Some of the larger school syatems have an extensive

department to handle referrals for pupil study and for

77. Opportunities are pro-
vided for knowing about
the past, present, and

Yes No B: Y Blank

future community ideals
and aspirations 90.8 1.7 75 '79.2 12.5 8.3

78. Aid is given in becom-
ing aware of the rights,
duties, and privileges
in a dnooraoy ...... 96.7 0.0 3.3 96.6 1.7 1.7

79. An appreciation of the
contribution of others
to conununity, state and
nation is developed 0.0 4.2 96.7 0.8 2.5

80. A respect for public
property is developed 97.5 0.0 0.8 3.3

81. Participation in com-
mittees is provided for 94.2 2.5

82. Opportunities are
given for conducting a
meeting 0.8 3.3 94.2 2.5 3.3



special piacent. Long Beach, California, recognizes
three types of referrals: cases for pupil study, cases
for special training classes, and cases fox' the reading
clinic. Among the first group are those in need of per-
sonal counseling usually done by a school psychologist.
The second group may be enrolled in a class for the men-

tally retarded, or for visual end aural deviates, or for
the cerebral palsied or orthopedically hdicapped; or they
may receive borne teaching service. Referrals may also be

made to the Long Beach Mental Hygiene Clinic, which is a

community agency supported by Community Chest funds and

staffed by a psychiatrIst, psychiatric social wcrker, and
psychologists.

In Burbenk, California, the school funds are used to
provide the servicos of a doctor, nurse, psychologist, borne
teachers, and a reading clinic. The psychiatrist and the
psychiatric social worker are employed on a part-time
basis, with funds donated by the local Parent-Teacher
Council.

It would appear from TABLE XV that a majority of the

schools have available to them the services listed. In the
case of the nurse only, however, do the schools replying
have their desires fulfilled with respect to having access
to 'Ofosaional services. It was noted in Item 56, TABLE

XIII, that "the physical health of each child is checked
by a nurse or cjoctorf* tn 79% of the schools replying.



Item 83 in TABLE XV is checked by approximately the ane

number of school people. It seems that ndical services
are fairly common In the elementary schools.

The other services are not as available, the marking
in moat cases falling 30% or more below the numbers who

marked the service desirable to have.
Besides the professional people listed In the quea-

tIonnairc, some schools have other guidance services avail-
able as listed in Item 91 in the following table.

EXTENT OF SCHOOL'S ACCESS TO
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

by Per Cent

The school has access to the
professional services of:

De Lbl Our Practice

Yes No Blank Yes No Blank

83. Physician ............ 92.5 0.8 6.7 80.0 1.8 4.2
84. Psychiatrist ........ 87.5 5.8 6.7 54.2 40.8 5:O

85. Psychologist (clinical) 91.7 2.5 5.8 62.5 31.7 5.8
86. Guidance specialist .. 89.2 5.8 5.0 56.7 40.0 3.3
87. Nurse .............., 97.5 0.0 2.5 6.7 3.3 0.0

88. VisitIng nurse
(social worker) ...... 86.6 4.2 9.2 59.2 35.0 5.8

89. Guidance clinic ...... 91.6 4.2 4.2 57 40.8 2.5
90. Reading clinic ...... 90.0 3.3 5.8 53.3 42.5 4.2



TABLE XV (Concluded)

Returns by Per Cent
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91. Other: (Number of repi

Desirable

Yea No Blank Yes No Blank

a. Dentist 3

b. Speech correotionist 3 3

c. Home teacher 2 2

d. Re.ing consultant 1 1

e. Special school
1) Crippled

2) Sight-saving
3) Hard-of-hearing 1

Use of Community Groups

Community forces are an import factor In guidance

whether the schools use them or not. TABLE XVI shows that

most schools do make visits to community institutions and
facilities Some school systems own their own bussea, ai

use them for the field trips. Others hire the busses for
the trip; and some 11ow the children to be transported by
teachers and parents in private oars. The latter practice
is not held to be desirable because of the responsibility
in case of accident or injury.

Comtnuntty surveys are thought desirable by 84%,

whereas only 51% make them. Participation in other



community activities is i

TABLE XVI

'ITY VISITS MADE BY PUPIlS

Returns by Per Cent

Participate In build
ing youth center
Industrial and civic
groups invited to
school

Talks, exhibits, etc
come to school

ated in item 96, TABLE

116

Yes

Desirable Our Practice

No Blank Yes No Blk
92. Visits by pupils are

made to different parts
of the school and. on
school grounds ........ 95.0 0.8 4.2 95.0

93. Walking visits are made
to community resources 0.8 3.3 94.2 5.8 0.0

94. Longer trips involving
transportation are made 95.9 0.8 3.3 90.0 10.0 0.0

95. Classes make communIty
surveys 5 5 5- . S S S S * S S 84.2 5.0 10.8 50.8 37.5

96. Other: umber of roplie8)
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Ming use of community resouroes to help groups and

individuals is a fairly conuuon practice as can be seen in
TABI. XVII. In moat of the items, the practice is not up
to the degree of desirability. Sometimes, school people

are not aware of the my resources that are available.
Ical civic, professional, and service organizations are
usually ready to do almost any worth while serciice that is
suggested to them. Because of its very nature, the public
library is the community resource most used. An amusing

note was struck by one Los Angeles principal who commented

under Item 110 that television is another conunity re
source, but a very undesirable one as the children stay
up too late watching.

Considered seriously, television does raise an impor
tent problem in guidance. The schools cannot continue to

do battle with càmmunity forces that are not essentially
harmful. Perhaps the schools in television areas would
do well to start school later in the morning to allow
children to "sleep in".



TAB1 

THE SCHOOLS' COOPERATION WITH C01UNIPY GROUPS 

3.18 

Returns by Per Cent 

Desirable Our Practice 

Yes No Blank Yea No Blark 

Conmuirity groups used for 
referral for groups and 

individuals include: 
97. Public Health Dept. .. 94.2 0.0 5.8 84.2 10.8 5.0 

98. Church groups .. . ..... 80.0 7.6 12.5 69.2 20.8 10.0 

99. Red Cross .....,....., 89.1 1.7 9.2 80.0 11.7 8.3 
100. T.B. and other health 

associations .......... 90.8 0.8 8.3 85.0 5.8 9.2 

101. The local medical 
society ............... 734 8.3 18.3 44.1 38.3 22.5 

102. The local dental 
society ............... 78.3 4.2 17.5 55.8 28.4 15.8 

103. The welfare bureau .. 85.0 3.3 11.7 75.8 10.0 14.2 

104. The recreation 
department ............ 88.3 1.'7 10.0 75.9 13.3 10.8 

106 Civic groups: Kiwan 
Rotary, Zonta, Lions, 

etc. ................. 86.7 2.5 10.8 74.2 14.2 11.6 

106. Public library ...... 95.8 0.0 4.2 93.3 2.5 4.2 

107. Parks ............... 89.2 0.8 10.0 84.2 5.8 10.0 

108. Newspapers .... . . ..,. 90.0 0.8 9 2 84.2 8.3 7 5 

109. Radio stations ...... 813.4 0.8 10.8 73.4 18.3 8.3 



TAI XVII (Concluded

Returns by Per Cent

Desirable Our Practice

Yes No 31ik Tee No Blank

110. Other: (Numbor of replies)

Television I
Business association 1

Airports

State conservation
source a



Cooeration of Home end School

Th. borne end the aotiool begin on a basis of mutual

help and understanding when the child enters kindergarten

but drift apart as progress is made through the grades.
The child at the elementary school age wants his parents to
visit school and is a very willing intermediary between
borne and sobool. His entrance into junior high school
changes the picture, and parents become too much a symbol

of arrested childhood and, therefore, are not welcome at
school.

As is seen in TABI XVIII, most schools take full
advantage of the closeness of the home, figuratively speak-
ing, when the child is of elementary school age. In

addition to the toral ropox't card, many schools make
it a practice to send notes to the homes (Item III).



TABI XVIII

SCHOOL AND PARENT RELATIONSHIPS

Returns b Per Cent

4.2

Blank Yes No Blank

5.8 91.7 5.0 3.3

2.5 85.0 11.7

12].

0

94.2 3.3 2.5

66.7 25.8

A 0 0f_. -

5.0 91.8

3.3 90.8

10.8 6.7

12.5

Yes 10

111. Letters or notes are
sent borne concerning
the child ........... 89.2 5.0

112. There are planned con-
ferenoes between faculty
and parents .......... 95.8 1.7

113 There are informal
conferences between
faculty end parents ... 93.4 0.8

114. Teachers and. princi-
pals make home visits 859 5.8

115. Parents are called
on the telephone . 90.8 5.0

116. Group meetings of
teachers and. parents
are held .......-....... p5.0 0.0

117. Parents visit in the
classroom any timethey wish ........,.... 90.0 6.7

118. Parents visit in the
classroom only on
invitation ............ 7.5 81.7

119. Parents visit in the
classroom during
specific hours o.', U C)

4.2 4.2

6.7 2.5

85.0 8.3

78.3 9.2

De irable 01
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Conferences are held between teachers and parents as in
d.ioated by Items 112, 113, and 116. TIle telephcie is
widely used (Item 115). Calling in the borne is not so
universally done. The comments indicate that two points

of view prevail. One aide feels that it is undesirable,
(althou** 8C% marked the item desirable) while the other

side wishes to see more borne visiting done. Some say:

"Not pi'actical". "Only in rare cases". "Just problems

"Seldom". "Could be done more wisely by teachers". Those

in favor say: ot enough1

The classrooms are open to visitation by the parent
any time. A few favor ape cific hours of visiting, but

a summary glance at Items 117, 118, and 119 shows a desire

on the part of the school people not to restrict parents
in their viait;e to school.

A study of the report forms to the parents leads to
the eoncluaion that they fall into two categories. One

group contains very little more thtL a series of grades,
be they A, B, C, D, and P or some variation, written after'
a listing of the academic subjects. A sample is reproduced

below.
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Signature of P
let quarter *.e.e... * a.. .Ve***

2nd Quarter V V * S V C a V * V a . a a . $ * a i

3rd Quarter . V a S V V $ V V * V V * * V V S V * * V V * V * V V S

4th Quarter Va *5 CCCV * V *5 * *

Promoted to * a S V a . V a V V V S S S a e * . *- s e . V p * S V * V V

Teacher S CS VVS*t4 a 4 a a a - e . . a a . s

arkinge

-Excellent

S- Superior

Med turn

I--Inferior
F*'-Fai lure
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To Parents:

The purpose of this report is to describe the
growth snd development of your child and Is Intended

to be used as a guide In helping him make as rapid
progress as is consistent vith his own abilities.

The progress report is to be Interpreted In
terms c' pupil ability only and cannot be used as a
basis of comparison with the achievement of other
pupils.

In this progress report we list many things
that we think a child should do to get along well

Teacher
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The other group contains a more voluminous type of

report; which attempts to interpret the school program to
the parents. Such reports sometimes are cumbersome and

cover four 8 z U sheets or four pages or a stiff folder
of the sane size. The wording or one not quite so vol
uminous Is reproduced below.

(Page 1)

COLUMBUS CITY SCHOOLS

cz'adea l8
School Year 19 19

Name

School Grade
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in school and outside of school. Your child's growth

in these things is described by a check in one of the
descriptive columns. A check in the column entitled
"Improvement Shown" indicates that the chili is mak-

irig sufficient progress in that phase of development
checked.

Please go over this report carefully with yor
child so that we may work together more cloeoly for
his progress. you are invited to visit the school
to discuss your child's development with the teacher.

Melvin E. Neely
Superintendent of Instruction



Spends spare time reading independen
Understands what ho reads
Roads aloud well . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(Page 2

S-Satisfaetory I--Improvement Shown
N--Needs I rovernent Perio4
LANGUAGE ARTS

Reading
Shows reading readiness ........
Works out new words ..............
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. a a * a a a.

Language (Ora]. and Written)
Takes part in group conversation a.
Relates interesting experiences
Enjoys and uses language experiences (Poems,

Story Telling, Dramatization, Giving Ideas,
etc. .. .......... . ..... . ..

Uses language skills in written expression
(Capitals, Punctuation, etc.)

Strives for correct speech
Speaks clearly and pleasantly

Spelling
Spells well in written work
Tries to spell end use new words .....................
La arns words at grade level . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Knows the soundsof letters ..........................
Dictionary aicills . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Writing
Forms letters and figures correctly end neatly
Good writing position
Writes hia best in all subjects

SCIENCE AND IEALH ARF
Shows an active interest in class discussion
Collects science material to solve problems
Draws sound conclusions from experiments

in science ......... . . . . .... . .. ..
Shows growth in knowledge of scientificfacts and'irciples a.
Developing an understanding of th. human bod a . . a
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SOCIAL 8TUDIES AREA
Takes part th class discussion
Brings in outside information, Current news

items, etc.) 4 * S 4 -. 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 4

In developing an understanding of people

128

axid places . . . . . . . . -a . . . . . . . . . -. . . - . . *
Uses maps, references, graphs, etc.
Understands the relation between pant end

present . . a . , . . . . * . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . * . .
Understands the functions of govt.

(Local, State, National) . . . . . . . . . ... 4.....
SOCIAL REITIONS

Social and Spiritual Growth
Gets along wel]. with others ...-....... a a a a 4 4 4 4 4 4 -

Shows growth in respect for righte and
property of others *44 5*4,44.04*44

Assumes responsibilities ... . .. . . . .... . . 4. .-.. . .-...
Observes school and group rules
Listens attentively . . .... .. . . .. .5*.....

Work Habits
Follows directions 4... 4.. a. .4 S

Makes good use of time
Begins and finishes work on time
Does not disturb others . . . . . . . . . . . -. . -. . . .
Works independently in all, subjects

ARITHMETIC AREA
Checks work for accuracy
Addition . . . . . . . . . . a a a a a a a a a a a a a S a

Multiplication . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . .
Subtraction a..
Divleiou

FINE ARTS AREA
Music

Able to match tones
Enjoys end appreciates good music
Participates in music activity
Ability to read music
Has pitch sense
Cooperating with group
Individual, practice

4 5 -. 5 4 4 4 4 5 * * S S S 4 5 * = 4 S -. 4 4 4 * 4 *

a a a a 5 . * S S 4 4 4 5 * 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 4 * 5 * 4 5 4 5 4
Work-s at good speed . . . . . . . . a . . * . . * . . , . . *
Reasons well in problem solving
Recognizes numbers .-. . . . . a a a e a a a a . a a a a a a * 5 4 5 4 5 * a a 4
Counts well . a 0 4 4 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



2 Concluded)

Art activities
Has creative ability
Growing in appreciation
Shows skill in: Drawthg

Coloring . . a . a . a. a. a a a a a. a
Use of honda . S S S a aa *a a a a 55S* *

HO1E ECONOMICS OR INDUThIAL ARTS AREA
Takes pride in ob well done
Developing skills in handling tools or

materials a a S 4 * -, * 4 5

Grows in appreciation of activities
Class discussion a., .. * a-.. * sa a a a,. a-...
Yiork habIts a a a * a a S a a a * a a a a a a a . . a , , -. * a a a a a a a a a a a
Assuming responsibilities a-*. a a. a... a a

(Page 3)

PHYSICAL WELL BEING LREA
Health and Safety

Takes pride in persona]. appearance
Observes good health and safety rulesSits, stcnda,sndwalkscorrcctly.....................
Keeps hands snd materials away from face

Physical Education
Develops skills in phyajeal education
Shows good sportsmanship
Cooperates as a leader or as a follower .. ..... .. .
Enters es wholeheartedly S S * ........a a a * S S a a-a S

S a S * S S S * t S 5-4*-a
a's..... S

S * S S S a a a a 4 a a S S S S 4



DAYS AI3SKNT

TIS TARDY

3.
4,

Items to be considered by parents:
DOES YOUR CRuD RAVE

1. Sufficient sleep
2 Proper diet

A library card
A bobby

Home responaibilit:

Too many outside actvitie

Page 4)

STUDN'& W3I&1

4*, 4 *

Ta

Signature:

he
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Assigned to Grade ....,........,... May
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The kindergarten uaually reports to the borne through
conferences between the teacher and parents. Some systems,

however, have evolved a cocnprehonsive written report. The

explanation sheet sent borne with the first report and the
report form itself from one of the schools replying are
reproduced on the following pages.
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LLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

Louisville, Kentucky 

K INDERGARTEN 

19 -19 

SCHOOL 

TEACHER 

PRINC IPAL 

AIMS OF TH KINDERGARTEN 

To give the child opportunities for growth in the 

ability to live happily arid cooperatively with others. 
To develop good habits of work, play, and social living. 

To build habits of thinking, planning, judging, and 

evaluating that will make for better adjustment. 

To build and maintain the best possible physical 

development. 

To help the child assume responsibility for himself 

and his property and to learn to share willingly with 

others. 
To provide wide, meaningful experiences with subject 

matter and materials. 



G*AG AND ITERAURE
Speaks plainly
Expresses self clean
Listens attentivel

2. Relaxøs east
eepa hands

IN CIT IZEN&L{
Sboa a

DAYS PRESENT
DAYS ABSENT
TIMES TARDY
HEIGHT
WEIGHT

Res.onds to Zbh
Can sing with a oup

3 Is a good listener
IN PINE ARTS

Shows orL4na
Uses materials correctly
Com letes work beun

Works and plays harmoniously with others
Responds cheerfully end quickly to

directions

a
IN $Efl-kt1LIAiCE Aiii) SEL?-CONTROL

Attends personal needs without he
Shows norma]. control of emotlo
Uses time t000d advantae

2

O4-r IF4'di4 Or4
4-1 4OF4

Q

2 4

IN COURTESY AND CONSIDERATION
Pays attention when others are ta ng

and refrains from interru.tin
Speaks quietly
Keefa hands

or .: ulness



Date

(Page 4)

Teacber' aAd Prenta' Conuiients



This report
your child's teach
understanding of yo

teachers.

raise questions in your mind. Ask

these questions. Together, & better

child can be reached by parents and

5

Explanation or the
KINDERGARTEN REPORT CARD

and Suggestions for

LPING YOUR CHILI) DO R
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This report cerd is to show you where your child needs
help in developing desirable habits and attitudes of work
and play. We are offering sonie suggestions for activities
that will build good habits of work and play.

It i difficult to grade young children, We know

children change from day to day and that any report cover-

ing a period of weeks is not a true picture. We have made

this report simple and with positive statements. We do not

compare your child with other children.
If your child has a check nrk in the columns "VERY

SELDOM" or "PART OF ThE TIME", he needs help. Hero are

some ways you can help your child grow.

A. Language arid Literature

Listen well while he tell, you what be has done
at school, on the play-ground, or going to or
from school.

Ask questions end require good answers.

Require bin to ask for things in understandable
language.

Read simple stories end poems.

Give him new facts about objects around him.

Enrich his experiences through trips.
B. Music

1. Have him listen to good music on the radio,
record player, or some other instrument.



Encourage him to sing simple songs.

Encourage bin to do simple rhythms to music.
Fine Arts

Give him paper, crayons, end water co or

paint if possible.
Let him draw and paint original picture
toll you about them.
Let him use round point scissors.
Point out colors d shapes of things around him.
Teach him to take care of his work materials.

Health

1. See that your child
stands well.

sits well on chair with feet on floor.
takes nap or has a quiet time of looking at
books or listening to good music.
keeps bands and articles away fran face
mouth.

e. washes hands before eating.
Citizenship

1. Let your child help you by
running errands.
setting table.
ax'ing for own props:

Help him share with others.



cive him directions to follow and see that be
follows them well and in reasonable time.

F. Courtesy and Consid.eration

Listen to your child without interruption and
expect the sane from him.

Say "Thank you" and "Please". He will learn
courtesy by imitation.

Encourage your child through praise

keep his hands off others.
use his bands for work and :

C). Self-reliance and Self-control
1. Teach your child to

dress himself.
hang up his clothes.

o. wash hands and face.

use tissue when necessary.
care for his belongings.

t. meet obstacles without or

g. recognize "accidental" bits.
h finish given work within a reasonable

know his name and address.

be trustworthy.
If your child baa a check merk in the column "RLY

ALWAYS", keep up your good work with hi

Particular suggestions for your child:



Perhaps a third type of report card should be added,
although it is not a "report card" in the traditior.al
sense. It is the Informal letter written at reporting
tine. A principal comments:

"At eaent, we are rn'Iting letters home ec a neana of
reporting to parents. Too often teacb.era do a poor job

writing these letters. As a result, conadorable damage

done the rapport between home and school. I - not quito
sure whether I think too well of this plan or uot. Some-

times, I think that a well-planned traIt oheck-sheet would
be botte

Of course, there are also many combinations. The

practice in one system is described thus:
"Our report to parents consists of an informal note

written by the teacher arid occasionally by the older
pupils. At least two conferences are hold parents

during the ypar
TABI XIX shows that the trend is to include much more

than scholastIc achievement in the written report card.
Comparing the pupil with others is not favored, but Is
practiced by about one-fifth of those reporting, as shown
in Item 120. Zone who do this coientod that it Is the
practice "in primary" In some grades". There vraa gen-

eral aeei:ent in desirability and practice about the other
statements, with the possible exception of the last item In
the table. Over 92% thought it desirable to report growth
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in understanding and use of democratic procedures, but only

67% do make such a repor

TAB x:

TPEN REPORT CARD

Returns by Per Cent

Desirable Our Practice

The written repor
120. Stresses bow the child

cipares with others in

Yes No Blank Yes No Blank

the room ............. 88.4 5.8 20.8 75.9

121. Deals primarily with
the individual progressof the child .......... 90.0 5.0 5.0 80.9 15.8

122. Emphasizes social ad-
justments as well as
scholastic achievements 0.0 4.2 93.3 4.2 2.5

123. Reports on generalworkbabite............ 95. 0.8 4.2 90.0 5.8 4.2

124. Shows adjustnent to
classmates 87.5 9.2 78.3 17.5 4.2

125:0 Indicates pupil's
efforts and desire to
improve .. . . . . . . . . . 4 0.8 5.8 86.6 9.2 4.2

126. Reports achiev;"ent
in knowledge and skills
in terms of the pupi1scapacity .............. 87.5 2.5 10.0 70.0 24.2 5.8

127. Reports growth in
understanding and use of
democratic procedures 92.5 1.7 5.8 67.5 29.2 3.3
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Home reporting can beccmie a one-way traffic of direc

tivos to the parents which limits the understanding the
school has of the child. TABI XX lists some of the ways

in which parents may report periodically to the school.
Over 90% of the replies were marked in the atfirmative in
the desirable column, but not much more than half at most

were so marked in the practice column

Comments made by those replying throw some light on

the picture, but do not satisfactorily explain why informa-
tion from the home is ot more consistently obtained.
"Varies with fni1y". "Parents and teachers often confer
with each other concerning the child and his habits, activ-
ities, etc." "Yes, if this comes out of parent conference
--no, if this means a formal report". "in Kindergarten

only on special reQuóst". "Incidental--not planned".

"Problem cases only are asked for such". "Some through

conferences--not total group". "Beginning to improve".



TAME XX

WIWL THE PARENTS REPORT TO THE SCHOOL

Returns by Per Cent

Desirable r Practice
Blank

6.7
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8.3

6.7

8.3

5.8

Yes No Blenk Yes No

For their part, parents
report to the school:
128. Pupil's adjustment to

the family group ...... 92.5 2.5 5.0 37.5 55.8

129. General wr1k habits
and degree of responsi-
bility assumed at home 92.5 0.8 6.7 41.7 50.0

130. Attitude at home
toward borne duties arid
school work ........... 92.5 0.8 6.'? 51.7 40.0

131. General behavior
pattern at borne ....... 92.5 0.8 6.7 53.3 40.0

132. Work experience ..... 90.9 0.8 8.3 46.7 45.0

1.33. Home routine: sleep,
dietary riabits, etc. .. 925 0.8 6.7 54.2 40.0

134. Out-of-school activi-
ties and responsibilitiae93.3 0.0 6.7 55.9 38.3



uriri, Recording, and

Guidance begins by finding out as much about the ebild
as is possible. This section of the questionnaire included
among its items the various ways that schools secure and
record information about their pupils. TABLE XXI shows

agreement among elementary school people that a record of
the pupil's history is and should be kept on file at the
school. This is ahown in Item 135. The principal's office
is the desirable place for keeping the entire record, and
it is not open for perusal by the public although one

school allows parents to see their child's record. This

is shown in Items 139 and 138.

About two-thirds of the replies indicate that besides
the entire record being in the principal's office, oopie
of certain data should be kept in the classroom and the
nurse's office. About 47% actually this in practice,
as shown in Item 142. The figures in Item 141 show that
the majority does not favor dividing the records song
several people, but notatIons are made in the question-
naire replies that teachers and the nurse have access to
the records.
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The records are open
to the public

A copy of the e
record. is filed in the
clas8room

A copy of the entire
record is filed in the
principal's office

A copy of the en
record is filed in
office of the guidance

14].. Records are divided
and. filed according to
the use made of the dii-
ferent parts: health
records in the nurse's
office, test records in
the classroom, and other
information in the
principal's office

142. Entire record is in
the office of the prin-
cipal, bit copies of
certain data are in the
classroom and theflp355 office

Yes
135. A record of the pupil

history is kept on file
at the school ......... 97.5

4S.3 10.0 30.8 57.5

27.5

No Biak Yes Blank

0.0 2.5 92.5 6.7 0.8

8.4 3.3 8.3 90.9 0.8

50.0 .4 68.3

63.3 5.0 20.0 77.5

15.0 2.5 72,5 26.7 0.8

29.2 13.3 62.5 24.2
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TA LE

PERSONNEL RECORDS KEPT BY THE SCHOOL

Returns byr Cent
Desirable Our Practice

counselor . . . . . . a 50.0

138. A copy o: the entire
record is led in the
nurse's of: ce

8.3

44.2

1.7

82.5



143. The classroom teacher 38.3 6,1 5.0 88.3 7.5 4.2
144. ibe principal ....,.. 19.2 51.6 2d.2 2U.8 51.7 27.5
14o. IhO acooi nurse .... lu.3 55.0 29.2 i3.3 55.0 31.7
146. A speci1 uidanco

c ounsalozi 25.8 41.'? 32.5 9.2 56.6 34.2

1 5
As shown in TABLE XXII, the professional person who

gathers most of the information is the teacher. Tbis is
both desirable and the practice, according to 88% of the
replies. Modifiestioø of this procedure are noted as

follows: "This i in general, of course, and each person
listed does some". A1l cooperate". "Should workh.

Siuce the teacher in the oientary school usually
has the pupil every school day for the year, it is logical
that she should be the one to gather the information about
the child. If elementary schools were provided with the
services of a counselor, perhaps the gathering of data
should be delegated to that person.

TABlE XXII

PERSONS WHO COLLECT THE D1TA

Returns by Per Cent
Desirable Our Practice

Yes No Bla, 2. Blank
The person who collects most
of the Information pertinent
to the guidance of the childis:



A large number of media are used for securing the
data, as may be seen in TABlE XXIII. Conferences with

parents, home visits, informal observations, health exam-

inations, and psychological d achievement teats lead the
field. Interviews with children are mrked desirable by a
smaller per cent than those who use them, although Item
147 shows both figures to be high. Some three-fourths

have indicated as desirable the other means listed, but
not many use them.

Items 147 to 149 apply to speoia]. cases only in some
hoola, according to the notations. One school seems to

limit all its testing to "problem cases". Puptl question-

naires, interest Inventories, behavior scales, and eocio-
grams are being more extensively used; but, according to
one principal, "teachers are not familiar enough with
these to be (sic) used successfully", and this is borne
out by the writer's experience. The Association for Super-

vision and Curriculum Development Yearbook, Fosterin
Mental Health in Schools (4), is an excellent source
of help in learning to use sociograms and related instru-
ments effectively.
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TABLE XIII

HOW DATA ARE SECURED

Returns by Per Cent

Desirable Our ?raetoe
Yes No Blank Yes No Blank

Data are secured through:

147. Interviews with
children . . . . . . .. . . . 8*9 5.8 8.3 88.3 4.2 7.5

148. Conference with
parents ............... 93.4 0.8 5.8 90.0 5.8 4.2

149 Ho visita .. ....... 90.0 1.7 8.3 74.2. 16.6 9.2
150. informal observationa 90.0 3.3 6.7 90.0 3.3 6.7
151. Health ezaminationa . 95.8 0.0 4.2 95.0 1.? 34
152. Mental testa ....... 94.2 0.0 5.8 93.4 3.3 3.3
153. Achievement toat ... 95.0 0.0 5.0 95.0 0.8 4.2
154. Pupil questionnaires 72.5 12.5 15.0 45.0 40.8 14.2
155. Interest inventories 80.9 5.8 13.3 40.8 44,2 15.0
156. Behavior scales ..... 75.9 8.3 15.8 26.7 58.3 15.0
157. Sociograna .......... 76.7 7.5 15.8 38.3 46.7 15.0
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All of the records mentioned in TABLE XXIV, with the

exception or pupil antobiograpb.iea, are kept on tile by a
large number of schools. Item 166 shows 70% of the replies

favoring the inclusion of pupil witobiogllaphiea in the
files, but only 18% actually do so.

Not all of these records are kept for all pupils.
This is partially due to the limits of time and space, but
certainly there should be rio desire to store data without
purpose. Some data can be discarded as soon as they have

served their purpose, while other data need to be kept on

file for future reference,
Principal8 and teachers qualified their answers tbua

"Not in all cases". "If time would permit". "On special
occasions only and by some teachers". 111f helpful to the
study".



TABlE XXIV

WHAT DATA ARE KEPT ON 'I

149

The fo1lo ig are kept ontile:

Yea No Blank Yes Blank

158. Cumulative folder ... 95.8 0.0 4,2 88.3 9.2 2,5
159 Profile graphs ...... 75.0 8.3 16.7 53.4 3.3 13.3
160. Case studies ........ 87.5 3.3 9.2 71.7 20.0 8.3

161. Anecdotal records 81.7 5.8 12.5 59.1 26.7 14.2

162. Copies of report cards 80.0 9.2 10.8 66.6 24.2 9.2
163. Health records ,..... 95.8 0.0 4.2 96.6 1.7 1.7

164. Test records ........ 94.2 0.0 5.897,5 0.0 2.5
165. Notes from home ..... 81.7 5.8 12.5 75.0 14.2 10.8

166. Pupil autobiographIes 70.0 10.0 20.0 18.3 61.7 20.0

Returns b Per ont

Desirable a Practice
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Effective use of the data is the only justification
for gathering and recording it. it appears from TABlE XXV

that adjusting the scbools program to individual needs,
Interests, and capacities is one of the moat important uses
of the data collected, although all the others mentioned

rate high In desirability and in practice.
While almost 92% of the respondents favor assisting

other school ayatora to which the pupil transfers, only 61%
do so. Comnts include: "When requested on1y. "if
called for". "Desirable, but not oosmntl. These rbfer to
Item 175.

Making educational adjustments for pupils when they
reach secondDry school would soon to be a very important
use of data, but Item 17 shows fewer than 70% of the
schools making such uae of the data. One comment with a

note of discouragement says: "A].1 information is eent to
the secondary school and to other elementary schools in
system. I'm sorry to say very little use is made of the
data".

"The testing program", in another system, led
on for two purposes. First, and most important, Is
assist the teacher in doing a re effective job In the
olassron. Second, is the purpose of determining the
achievement of our students as related to the achievement
of other students throughout the nation". To the writer,
this 'incipai'a comment sets forth a valid use of data in
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teaching. Guidance calls for a more extensive use of data
than seems to be the ractioe.

TABlE XXV

WHL? DATA ARE USED FOR

1etw'ne by Per Cent

irable Our Practice

Data are used for:
167. Determining promotion

Yes No Blank Yea No Blank

policy . -. . . I * .. 79.2 12.5 8.3 74.2 17.5 8.3
168. Adapting program to

individual needs, inter-
ests, and capacities .. 92.5 0.0 7.5 89.2 3.3 7.5

169. Detezinthg the type
of reports to be sent
to parent-s . . . .-. . . . . 80.0 10.0 10.0 55.0 38.3

170. Ana1'zing behavior
problem.a . . . . . . . I * . 90.8 1.7 7.5 90.0 .3 6.?

171. Acquainting teachers
with the pupils who
come to their room crT r7/J.. ' r r 9O

172. Making surveys of
pupil progress ........ 89.2 5.8 5.0 83.3 10.0

173. Making educational
adjustments for pupils
when they reach
secondary schools ..... 87.5 0.8 11.7 69.2 13.3 17.5

174. Assisting schools in
the se sa tern to which
pupil transfers 1.7 5.8 86.7 7.5 5.8

175. Assiatthg schools In
other systems to which
pupil transfers ....... 91.6 4.2 4.2 60.9 30.8 8.3



Organization f the Guidance Pro'ai

This section of tho questionnaire drew much coen
and perhaps was confusing, for a larger number left items
blank in this than in the other sections. The first item
was stated poorly -- it might have been less equivocal had
it been phrased, "There is a formal organization of guid-
once services in the school

Only one principal marked It as "not clear", however.
Others made such comments as "Just starting". "We are

beginning", and "Not in elementary school". ?rom TABLE

XXVI below, it 'would seem that over halt' of those repi

think an organization of guidance services within the
school would be desirable, but only one-fifth have such an

organization.
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TABI XXVI

ORGANIZATION OF GUIDANCE SRVICBS
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176. There is no forza1
organization of guidance

Returns by Per Cent

Desirable Our Practice

Yes No Blank Yes No B

services in the school 53.3 34.2 12.5 20.8 70.9
177. The school is a self-

contained unit with the
principal as head of the
guidance ogram ...... 33.3 48.4 18.3 52.5 35.0 12.5

178. A staff member in the
central office is the
head of the guidance
program ............... 44.2 40.0 15.8 37.5 50.8 11.7

179. The principal is the
final authority, but may
secure consultant ser-
vices from the central
office ................ 58.3 31.7 10.0 58.3 32.5 9.2

180. A special guidance
counselor in the school
beads the program, but
is under the authority
of the principal ...... 50.0 30.8 19.2 13.3 71.7 15.0

181. A special guidance
counselor in the school
heads the rograi, and
is under the authority
of a atax iaember in
the central office .... 21.7 55.0 23.3 10.0 71.7 18.5

182. The school nurse bead
the prograig ........... 0,0 83.3 16.7 0.0 88.3
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TABLE XXVI (Concluded)

Returns by Per Cent

Item 177 drew a surprisingly small number of "yen"

checks in the desirable column. That this is t due to
misunderstanding can be seen from the fact that more than

half of the schools say that they have a self-contained

unit with the principal as bead of the guidance orogram.

The key may be found in the fact that elementary school

principals are not always qualified to act counselors

nor to bead even a limited guidance prograr. Coiment1ng

this question, a Texas teacher ''rote:

'tOur systet i8 such that the principal is head of the

u1dnce program; if we had a staff mber to fill that

position, it would be better".

Over 44% of those replying agreed that it is

183. A teacher is asked by
the principal to be in
charge of guidance in

Desirable Our Practice

Yes No Blank Yes No Blezik

the school . . . . . . . a . 9.2 75.0 1.8 4.2 85.0 10.8

184. A coiittee of oertif i-
eated people decides on
guidance policies for the
school or system 50.0 33.3 16.7 24.2 62.5 1.3

185. The Parent-Teacher
Assn. or other coiniunity
agency plays an impor-.
tant part in the
guidance progrc ...... 43.3 40.0 16.7 24.2 65.8 10.0
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desirable to have a staff nieiber in the central office as
heat of the guidance program.

Supplementing Item 177, Item 179 also was indecisively
marked, although a little more than a bare majority checked
it affirmatively in both the desirable and the practice
columns. The principal of the school as a final authority,
having consultant services available from the central
off be and the commun.tty would appear to be a desirable
organization. That such an organization is not nre preva-
lent is no doubt due to the uncertainty which generally
characterizes elementary school guidance.

The following comment is indicative of the fact that
the organization of guidance in the eientary school is
in a state of flux.

"Because the guidance work in the e1en.oritary schools
of New York City is in an experimental stage, many replies
given on this appraisal shoot must of necessity be quail-
fled and clarified.

"In our elementary schools, there is no paid per-
sonnel. A teacher is taken from the classroom to do guid-
ance work which consists of the following duties:

Acting as liaison person between the School
Guidance Committee and the District Guidance
Council.

Supervising the work of developing group guidance
techniques in the classes. (Teachers meet to
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discuss problems and results of these techniques)
Making referrals of children and parents to out-
aide agencies, such as Conimunity Service Sods

Bureau of Child Guidance, Youth Board,

Conferring with parents, nurse, teacher, prin-
cipal, social case worker, psychologist, guidance
coordinator and others about children having
problems.

Filing all pertinent data in an office set aside
for this purpO8e. Making sane available to

teachers and others interested in the child's
development.

"Because of lack of time and the pressure of regular
classroom duties, it is impossible to do a real and ade
quato job.

"Teachers are aaaiied standardized testing duties;
hence these do not fall into the province of the guidance
department.

"Personality tests have not been used.
"I am happy to report that most of our teachers

'mental hygiene' minded and do a good job of guidance with
their pupils.

"We hope that soon work in the elementary schools

be organized as it should be".
In all but a few of the larger districts where a more

xtenaivo guidance organization exists, the classroom



teacher does the guidance. Many of the replies indicated
that this is the accepted practice. "Most of the guidance
work is done by the classroom teachers, witL problem oases
being referred to the principal", Another principal adds,
"I consider the elementary teachers most favorably located
for guidance of the elementary school child. The prin-
cipal trios to give assistance whore possible and becomes

the fins], authority when it becomes necessary". According

to one reply, "In Seattle, the guidance wograin for elemon-
tary schools i based on the preii 'every teacher a guid-
ance worker'. The attendance and guidance center tests and
studies specific children".

Some of the principals feel that the teachers are

overloaded and should have additional help in providing
guidance. "The teacher load Is such that many desirable
services are left undone for lack of time and energy". A

principal who asks that the results of the study be sent
to him writes: "We are ing to give nore time to the
guidance problem in our elementary schools if we are to
properly meet our challenge. However, It will mean a
larger staff and fewer children per teicher. By larger
staff I mean more special guidance peopleat least more
than we have In our system".

Because of lack of funds and the absence of special
guidance personnel and other professional specialists, the
principal of the elementary school must assume the major



flot too fni1Iar with the guidance
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role in guidance. It therefore that the principal
must be trained in the guidance field in order to give the
best possible type of leadership. Aa nay be seen in TABLE

VI "Guidance Courses Taken by Those Replying" on Page 84

and from the comments made by the principals themselves,
elementary school prIncipals are generally not qualified
by training to be the heads of a guidance organization.

TABLE II shows that the majority of the incipals
hold master's or doctor's degrees, which indIcates that
they have pent considerable time in elevating their pro-
feasional status. The absence of courses in elementary
school guidance and the rather poor rating given to guid-
ance courses which are offered in colleges arid universities
as seen in TABLE VI are negative factors in the training
of principals and teachers.

There is confused thinking about guidance principles
and practices, as indicated by some of the coents made by
the princIpals concerning their role in the guidance pro-
gram of their schools. One principal writes: "Most of the
guidance work is clone by the classroom teachers, With prob-
lem eases being referred to the prIncipal". And another
confesses that she is "
policies in our system, probably because it Is not too
outstanding. I personally am practicing some of the above
statements, but it Is not general in our system".

An almost hostile not I struck by a Virginia
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principal: "Guidance has always been the function of the
classroom teachers in the American elementary schoola. It
should always be so. The schools, in our experience, which
have all sorts of guidance programs invariab pronounce

them a nuisance. ThIs principal has had experience with
all these progreruis arid feels that guidance--so called--can
be overdone. NothIng can take the place of a good, con-
scientious, well balanced toacher'.

Possibly because of the principal's feeling of in-
adequacy and. shortcomings in the field of guidance, Item
177 of the questionnaire, "The school Is a self-contained
unit with the principal as head of the guidance program",
was checked as undesirable by a majority of those replying.
Item 178, "A staff morber In the central office Is the head
of the guidance program" is preferred, as shown In TABlE
XXVI. Over 44% thought it more desirable that a staff mem-
ber from the central office head the program, while less
than one-third of the replies favored having the school as
a self-contained unit with the principal as head of the
guidance program. In actual practice, in over half of the
schools, the principal is the head.

it is interesting to note that In tabulating the an-
swers t these two questions, the writer found the prin-

cipals about evenly divided in their opinions as to whether
the principal or a staff member from the central office
should bead up the guidance program in the school. The



teachers, on th other hand, were much more positive: 22%

of them thought it desirable to place the principal as the
bead while 61% thought not; 65% preferred a staff member

from the main office, while 22% said 'No1"

A number of types of organizations have come to the
writer's attention, the fo11oing two types being more or
less typical. The first was suittd by a teacher as a
description of the guidance organization in an Oregon
school system, and the second La the (3ler4alo, California,
plan of organization.

FIRST PLAN

A. Central Committee

The Central Committee is composed of the superinten-
dent, the principal in each building, counselor, director
of testing, director of special education, and the presi-
dent a1 the secretary of each primary and intermediate
group in each elementary school. Some of their duties are
to:

Organize the guidance prograa

Assign personnel to guidance responsibilities for
the whole school program

Develop inter-relationship of special directors
and the teachers in each school

Decide upon a definite policy regarding grade

placement of children



Decide upon a definite policy to be followed for
non-promotion, special promotions, and
placement of now child.rou

Develop a list of information to be obtained c

corning children wb.osó grade placement is

doubtful or questioned.
This committee meets three times yearly, or nzre, if eoee-

sary to plan for the guidance program for the months ahead
and for t he who is year' S program.
B. Organization Within Buildings

Guidance meetings in each school building are held
monthly. Each meeting is attended by all of the teachers
in the separate grades in the primary section or the inter-
mediate section, the principal, director of special educa-
tion, director of counseling, and the director of testing
for the purpose of planning for the year at the first meet-
ing, and for the following month at each successive meet-
ing. Some of the things considered for special discussion
are to:

1. Organize the guidance plan and make clear the

parts to be played by the teacher, special
directors, and the principal.

Arrange the schedule for counseling time with
each teacher.

go the regular testing schedule for the
groups considered. Later, individual



testing problems i11 need to be planned.
4. Discuss and arrange for special time to be used

for work with pupils needing special. help
by the special education teacher.

Dtscuaz means of acquiring an uncieistsnd.n,g

the unique assets, liabilities and needs
fox' each pupil -- (educational, social,
physical, and emotional)

6. Discuss coumion problems as to their possible

solutions.
Discuss better child, parent, teacher relatlo

ships.
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Such well-knit organizations are not typical. Research

studies and answers tD the writer's own questionnaire indi-
cate that, on an e1enntary school level, whatever direct
guidance the pupils get is usually given by the classroom
teacher. Several replies noted after Items 176 arid 177
that the teacher (overr1ced as he may be 1) has the guid-
anco duties. "Each teacher caiders herself as a coun-
aelol'". "Delegated to each unit teacher" "Teacher iiupor-
t ant". "Most of the guidance work is done by the clasarool
teachers, with rob1em cases being referred to the
principals".

Having the children all day, the elementary school
teacher is in a position to know them intimately and to
their confidence, thus forming a good basis for guidance.
In the smaller schools, if the intimacy does not obscure
the need for objective analysis, guidance can be very
effective. One such school situation is described by an
Alabama teacher: "Part IX was difficult to check since we
have no formal guidance program. There aze six staff mem-
bers and each staff menber is responsible for the guidance
of her children. The staff works very closely. The chil-
dren of the entire school work together so often that
teachers and children, with parents, nurse, and doctor
plan for the total growth of the child".

Evaluation of the Guidance Pro

Valid evaluation is one of the st difficult of tasks
facing an educator. Where the existing philosophy is one
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of an elementary school is a place where little hi.ngs are
taught to little people", evaluation is just as easy as it
i.e superficial and meaningless. Evaluation an elemen-
tary school which is taking advantage of every opportunity
to develop eblidran to their fullest capacity as rational
and social beings is a much different process.

In such a school, children az'e "growing ma number of
ways at the same moment getting a sense of belonging,
testing their powers and their skills, learning to Uve
happily with others, respecting others and coriing to feel
that they were respected by the group, feeling more ade-
quate, getting greater security, learning to settle issues
by peaceful means, checking their 'best guesses' aEainst
reliable information, and learning to identify themselves
with the past end present. Out of this growth should come
a happy, well-adjusted, creative, democratic future. gen-
eration.

"A faculty or individual who wishes to evaluate the
work of an elementary school must see all of these kinds
of growth going on at one end the seine time . They must

look not for just one typo of growth but for a combination
or cluster of values". (41, Vol. I, p.'?)

Ten means of evaluating the guidance program were
suggested in the questionnaire. Tabulation of the results
may be seen in TABI XXVII.



A study of individual
children ía made to see
hOw much prOgl'eaa in
personal adjustments
can be measured a......

A study of individual
children is made to see
how much progress in
participation and re-
aoticzia in social activ
ities not under direct
supervision of the
school can be measured

A study is made of
what the children do
after school hours ....

Attitude tests are
given at intervals to
try to determine change
in attitudes . ....

A follow-up study is
made to determine how
children from the school
adjust in high school

A follow-up study is
made of school leavers
(those who do not go
to hi4 school ........

A survey is made of
comnunity reactions to
the efforts of the
School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

TABI XXVII

MEANS OF EVALUATION OF GUIDANCE PRACTICES

Retna by Per Cent
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Desirable Our Practice
Yea No Blank Yea No Blank

6.0 11.7 40.8 50.9

11.7 15.0 20.8 70.9

85.0 3.3 11.7 30.0 61.7

78.3 10.0 11.7 11.7 78,3 10.0

85.8 4.2 10.0 29.2 61.6 9.2

78.3 4.2 17.5 20.0 65.0 15.0

1.7 3.3 15.0 31.7 58.3 10.0



Teachers indicate
their opinion of the
guidance program on
questionnaires

Parents indicate
their opinion of the
guld&aoe program on
questionnaires

This is notable as being the only one of the twenty-
seven tables where 75% or re of those replying express
themselves in favor of all of the statements and yet no

large numbers actually practice what is so patefltly desir-
able. The disparity between what is thought desirable and
what is practiced is especially evidenced in Items 193,
194, and 195.

"A study of individual chi1ren is made to see bow

much progress in personal adjustments can be measured" was

checked affirmatively under "our practice" by two-fifths of
those replying,wIoh makes it the most commonly used on-
teriiof evaluation. The writer followed with interest one
such øtudy in an Oregon school. Two teaohere discussed
ctroversial problems in their seventh and eighth grade
classes aid, in order to learn of the pupils' growth, if
any, in desirable attitudes toward political, social and
economlo problems, installed concealed microphones by
lockers end in lavatories. The pupils' conversations,
free from the 1nhibit1on reaultin from the presence of
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VII (Concluded)

Returns by Per Cent
Desirable Our Practice

The No Blank Yea No Blenk

75.8 17.5 4.2 82.5

6.7 17.5 10 0



adults, were caught by tape recorders.
It was not possible to identify individuals in every

case, but extreme cases were easy to identify, and group
reactions were of much interest in the light of the goals
of the teachers. The study proved to be of value also in
helping certain pupils who were having problems to adjust
through analyztng their spontaneous expressions. The sig-
nificant point here is that this process of evaluation may
be used in determining whether or not "intg1b1es are
being caught by the pupils. If one i
giving the undesirable feeling of spyir
what children feel and think in a very

ful to avoid
can get at

'ective way.
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Coenting on all of the items in this table, a prin-
cipal writes, "These checks are all used, but in no or
ganized way for the city at large". Others qualify their
answers with "Sometimes" and "To some extent".

Item 190 (fInding out bow well children from a given
el.ientary school do in high school) has surprisingly few
"yes" chocks in the 'acttce column, although over 85%
think it desirable, and it is certairly a simple matter on

which to follow through.
Iten 19]. is not a valid ouestion for those elementary

schools where pupils go from the sixth ade to a higher
school, for, as one principal commented, "All goi"

Community reactions to the efforts of the school, item
192, need not always be solicited: they are often thrust
upon educators.i Perhaps the reason that less than one-third
of the replies Indicated an affirmative answer in the
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practice column is se of the word "survey". Not many

schools do maLce fc'ma iirveys, although 82% deem them de-
sirable, but certainly be1ng aware of the reactions of the
community to the school's efforts is practically unavoid-
able. ¶Vhat may be missed is the signifIcance or the
reaction.

Evaluative criteria, as may be seen from TABLE XXVII,
are very scarce. There are no published criteria for
evaluating guidance practices on the elementary level,
although the United States Office of Education [las issued
some on the secondary level (6; 7).

The closest thing to such a set of standards on the
elementary level is the list of criteria developed by the
South-Wide Workshop on Elementary Evaluation held at
Florida State University and mentioned in GHJtPTER II of
this paper (41). Up to the present, its influence is no
widespread, although the study has considerable merit.

Nothing can replace dedicated and well-trained school
personnel, but the availability of helpful resources
enables the personnel to do a better job in guidance. The

growing interest in elementary school guidance 1ll
probably be favorable to the torlation of such criteria.
It is to be hoped that some will be made available soon
and that a professional organization or educational founda-
tion will sponsor the distribution and possibly offer guid-
ance in the use of a set of criteria for evaluating
present-day practices in elementary school guidance.



This paper presents a study of guidance practices in
the elementary schools, of the United States. Through an

analysis of questionnaire re8ponsea, through interviews and
correspondence with principals, teachers, and others con-
cerned with elementary school guidance, end through reading

the literature in the field, data have been gathered on
(1) what is thought desirable; (2) what Is actually being

done; and (3) what needs exist for further improving
elementary school guidance.

Published ale

A study of published materials indicates that
although there is much written about the elementary school,
very little of it Is on the subject or guidance on that
level. Many school systems have handbooks of varying

merit, one of the best being that issued by the Los Angeles
County Schools.

Physical and mental health are linked together,
arid some good books on these subjects are available. In

thinking about the relationships of school, home, and oom
munity, educators seem to stress public relations and
slight what those relationships can do for the adjustment
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS. AND DATIONS



i'll
of children. Elementary school guidance organization and

administration do not follow a aet pattern. The literature
and research also show a variety of practices and charge
the principal with the responsibility of administering the
guidance program.

views

Through interviews and correspondence, it wai

learned that elementary school counselors are employed, in

some of the larger sàhool dtetriots; but their work in-
eludes many activities not directly connected with coun-

seling, and they are not especially trained for their pos
tions (see pp.83-84). Evaluation of the guidance program

is not carried on scientifically, for there is no set of
criteria against which to check practices.

questionnaire

The questionnaire was mailed to about three

hundred elementary school principals and. teachers through-
out the United States. One hundred. twenty replies were

received. In general, the replies were from larger cities
and from larger elementary schools. Moat schools replying

to the questionnaire have a kindergarten and grades one to

The schools replying quite goner y prac

what is thought desirable in making administrative
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provisions for individual differences. The replies show

that most school people realize the importance of providing
for mental health, and their practices are consistent with
what they think is desirable. Those replying express a
desire to keep children in the beet of physical health,
although their practice is not up to their wishes.

Guiding social growth was checked by most as

being both desirable and practiced. The degree to which

these practices prevail remains uncertain. Access to many

professional services is highly desirable, but moat schools
do not have the services they wish for. Schools seem to

make good use of community resources. Home and school ax's

usually quite in harmony in providing for the child. The

principal has the major responsibility in. filing and
directing the use of data. About half of the replies favor
an organization of guidance services within the school, but
only one-fifth have such an organization, criteria for
evaluating the guidance program are regarded as very dee
able, but a very small per cent of the schools use them.

Con clusions and Recommendations

Eight conclusions are arrived at by the writer fr
tthis study:

1. Marked mt being iown in the guidance

practices ol' the elementary school. Principals and
teachers throughout the nation commented on the
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questionnaire, usually favorably, and asked for copies and
results of the StUdye

The interest being manifested will, no dou
result in some advances being made in the extension and

improveient of guidance practices at the elementary school
level.

The teacher's mental health is to be considered
in any program of guidance. The teacher's personal happi-
ness and professional satisfaction az'e of prime importance.
Only when teachers are happy in their work and are relaxed

and free from negative administrative pressures can they
contribute their best efforts,

In all but a few of the larger districts, the
classroom teacher does the guidance. Many of the question-

naire replies indicated that this is the accepted practice.
Son* of the prIncipals feel that the teachers are

overloaded ard should have additional help in providing
guidance

Because of lack of funds and the absence of'
special guIdance personnel and other professional special-
ists, the principal of the elentary school must assume
the major role in guidance.

It therefore follows that the principal must be
trained In the guidance field in order to give the beet
possibly type of leadership, but elementary school prin-
cipals are generally not qualified by training to be the
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heads of guidance organization
8. There is confused thinking about guidance prin-

ciples and practices, as indicated by some of the comments
made by the principals concerning their role in the guid-
ance programs of their schools.

The writer is convinced after many years of admini
taring elementary schools and a& a result of tht
that the principal must be the leader and final authority
in his school in guidance as well as in other educational
matters. For the confusion that exists abOut guidance
practices in the elementary school, the answer is not to
limit the principal's authority but to encoure him to
become better trained for his task.

In order to achieve this end and to make elementary
school. guidance praotices more effective, the wrIter makes
eight recommendations. He has learned rrom this study that

the needs implied by these recommendations exist and are

recognized by many people in elementary school education

and in the broad field of guidance.
GuIdance principles for elementary schools should

be formulated and given wide circulation, possibly by the
Department of Elementary School Principals of the National
ducation Association.

The concept of proper classification of pupils
which provides for individual differences and wholesome

personal and social development should replace the idea of
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grade norms end expectancies as criteria for promotion.
A suggested pattern of organization of guidan

the elementary school should be proposed and given wide

circulation.
A set of evaluative criteria should be publish

along with a hsndboo& for their proper use.
Guidance services should be extended to Include

all elementary school children and teachers.
EloLnentary school teaching loads should be

duced, and the principals of all elementary schools ou1d

have adequate clerical and professional assistance.
Courses in guidance should be nong those required

for teaching and administrative credentials.
Colleges and universIties should offer courses In

elementary school guidance.
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GUIDARCE PRACTICES IN Thi ELEAENTARY SCHOOL

Identifying Information

1. Please check the position you now bold:
Elementary school principal
Elementary school teacher

2. Check highest degree you hold:
a) Teacher's credential only b)
o) Master's d) Doctor's

Guidance courses. Please check in column 1 the courses
you have taken; In column II, courses which have helped.
you most; in column III, name of the college or univer-
sity where you took the course:

I II III
Courses Most College
taken helpful name

Principles and practice
of guidance services

Organization and sdininis-
tratlon of iidance
services

Supervised counselor
training

Counseling techniques
aid procedures

High school counseling
Principles of counseling
Occupational and educa-

tional Inforntion
Vocational guidance

I) Pupil personnel work
Psychological tests and

testing
Mental hygiene

1) Others:

What is the approximate size of your town or city?
Less than 10,000 10 ,000 to 50,000
50,000 to 100,000 100,000 to 500,000_
Over 500,000

What is the approxinte number of children In yo
school? Less than 50 50 to 150 150 to 300
300 to 400 400 to 500 Over 500



Your Name

City'

What is your type of elemeri
Grades kindergarten to
Grades one to six
Grades kindergarten to eigbt_
Grades one to eight

d) Other

o1?

Name of school

State

Pupils are put into classes with
their age group regardless of ability
Pupils are put into classes with
their age group regardless of
aeh1evemit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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no

no yes no
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GUIDANCE PJACTICES IN THE E ,z4TARY SCHOOL

Below are a number of statements about guidance prac-
tices in the elementary schools. Please circle the "yes"
in the first column if you think the practice is desirable,
and the "yea" in the second column if' that is actually
your practice. If it is not the practice, and you do not
think it is desirable, please circle the "no" in both
columns. In some cases, what you feel is desirable may not
be what is practiced in your school; therefore, the "yes"
in one column and the "no" in the other should be circled.
I. Administrative Provisions for Individual Differences

I II
Our

rablo Practice
Pupils are put into classes accord
ing to their level of ability
regardless of age no

2. Pupils are put into classes accord-
ing to their level of achievement
regardless of age no



5. Pupil8 ax'e put into classes with
theIr age group but provision is
made within those classee for
special groupings for various
subjects . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Departmentalization below seventh
grade is used as a means of caring
for indIvidual abilities
AcoeleratiDu by skipping is ued as
a means of oaring for the needs of
the superIor child
AcceleratIon by taking more than
one grade a year is used as a means
of oarinr for the needs of thesuperior child ...... . . a..

normal three grades

Each child is cected to pass a
set standard of woxk before he is
proircted a a a . . . . . .

Pupils are given trial promotion
Under special conditions, a child

is promoted at other than regular
promotion time . a . .. . . a . . . .

Retardation is used to carer the
needs of the slow learner

I II
Our

Desirable Practice

yes no yea no

yes no yea no

703 uo yea no

yes no yea no

yes no yes no

yes no yea no

yea no yea no

yes no yes no

703 flO 88 flO

15. The same curriculum content is
tautht to all classes of the samegrade level ...................... yes no yes no

Acceleration under an individual
instruction program of enrichment
is used to meet the needs of thesuperior ehlld.................... yeS 1iO ye

The primary department is organized
with no grade designations so that
pupils move at different rates,
some taking four years Lox' the





I II
Our

Desirable Practice
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28. Taught by the same procedures .....
Items considered in determIning the
amount and quality of work expected
of each child:

yes rio yea no

29. Health ye-a no yea no

30. Home background .................. yes no yes no

31. Past educational opportunities .... yes no yes no

32. Native ability yes no yea no

33. Attitude toward school ............ yes no yes rio

34. Outside activities ................ yes no yea rio

Past scholastic achievement ....... yes no yes no

36. Rate of physical growth ........... yes no yes no

37. Emotional stability ............... ye-a no yes no

Tables and chairs (rather than de8ks)
are used in:
38. Primary rooms ..................... yes no yes no

39. Intermediate rooms ................ yes no yea no

40. Seventh arid eighth as yea no yes no

41. Desks are adjustable in order to
fit the changing needs of children yes no yes no

(Page 3)

42. Desks are movable .....-...,........ yes no

43. Lighting and -seating is arranged
for left-banded children .......... yes no yes no



Pupil is given a feeling that be ti
accepted even when h.ta behavior 18
iot condoned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A wide variety of opportunities for
self-expression is provided
Economically unfortunate children
are oared for without embarrassme:

The child is encouraged to work to
his fullest capacity through praise
and encouragement .. .

Child is urged to work through fear
of failure

The reaction of others in a claa
to a particular child is given con-
sideration in placing that childin a room .aa..a...a......,.......
The effect of the teacher's per-
sonality on the chilu is given con-
sideration in p1acing a child in a

no

no

no

no

yes no yes no

no yes no

II. Providing for Mental Health I II
Our

Desirable Practice

Child's probleras are talked over in
a private conference between the
child and the teacher ............. es no no

An understanding 18. built up that
not all children are ab'e to ao the
same things and that no stigma is
attached to failure to do so ...... yes no

room .*i-u...s ..a...s.,a.a....a...* yea no no

Each child is given responsibilities
in both classroom and school
procedures a a a a . a a -. a a a e a a a a a 768 no no

School rules are modified to Lit
the needs of individual pupIls .... yea no

Common loyalti 8 and group concerns
are developed hrough assembly pro-
grams, volu.nte r g1vin, celebrating
special days, lag ceremonies, etc. yes no

no no



Ill. Developing Physical Well-Being

The physical health of each child
is checked by a nurse or doctor ...
Arrazignen ts are made for medical
care for a pupil when his parents
are unable to pay for it ..........
Pupils are guided in an undorstand
lug of nutritional values of
various foods

An understanding of the physical
body and bow it works is taught

Opportunities which develop coordin-
ation and control of muscles are
provided . . . . . . . . . . . * ... . . . . . . . . . .

Faculty shows a sympathetic tutor-
eat in and an understanding of
children with physical or other
handicaps

Spastic, crippled, and other chil-
dren with such handicaps are kept
in the school
Such children are taught by the
Home Dept. or are sent to a special
school

Use is made of the school lunchroom
in teaching good health practices
Provision is made for some definite
time for ayatemaJic instruction in
health

The school makes use of services
which help prevent disease or to
overcone handicaps prior to school
enrollment such as immunization,
prenatal clinics, pro-school
round-ups, etc. .................... yes no yes no

II
Our

Practice

yea no yes no

yea no yea

no yes no

yes no

no

yes no

yea no

no

no

no

yea no no

yea no yea no

yes no yes no



74. Each child is helped to learn to
accept group decisions without
-complaint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . yes no
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I II
Our

Desirable Practice

The school makes use of services
which help control epidemics or
whicx deal with persistent health
problems . . .-. . * e . yes no yea no

The school makes use of services
which remedy or help overcczue
physical defects such as poor eye-
sight, faulty teeth, anemia,
diseased tonsils, etc. ............ 708 nO

IV. Guiding Social Growth

An understanding of spiritual arid.
ethical values is developed a. no

Opportunities are provided for
accepting responsibilities ........ yes no

Opportunities are provided for
learning to cooperate with others yes no

EVery person is given an oppor-
tunity to express his views S. * yes no

Respect is shown for each pupil's
ideas . . . . S S S S S I S S S S S S S .. yes no yes no

no

no

no

Children are assisted in under-
standing the necessity for exchang-
ing 1eadership-follovership roles yes no yes no

Guidance is given in building in-
oreasingly mature relationships
with menibors of the sane and the
opposite sex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. yea rio

Opportunities are provided for
knowing about the ps.st, present,
and. future coimuunity ideals aid
aspirations .. ................. yea rio 708 riO



The school baa access to the profe 
services of: 

Physician 
S S S S S S S S S 5 5 5 5 5 555 

Psychiatrist 
S S -S 

Psychologist (clinical) 
Guidance apecialiet .............. 

Nurse 
S S -. S S S S S S S S S S S 

Visiting nurse (social worker) 

Guidance clinic ............,...... 
Reading clinic . . . . . . . . . .. . 

Other 

yes no yea no 

se is 
yea no yes no 

VI. Use of Community Groups 

92. VisIts by pupils are made to d 
ferent parts of the school and on school grounds 

I II 
Our 

Desirable Practice 

. yea no 

yes no yes no 

yes no yea no 

ye no yes no 

ye no yes no 

yes no yes no 

yea no yes no 

yea no yes no 

yes no yea no 

yes no yes no 

no 

Aid. is 4ven in becoming aware of 
the rights, duti.ea, and aivi1egea 
in a democracy yes no yea no 

An appreciation of the contribution 
of others to community, state end 

nation is developed no yes no 
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A respect for public property is 
developed 

Participation in committe 
provided for 

Opportunities are given for con- ducting a meeting....,............ y no yes no 

V. Access to Professional Service-a 



no yes no

no yes no

Other ........................... yes no 763 flO

Community groups used for referral.
for groups and individuals include:

Public health dept. ............. yes no yes no

Church groups ................... yes no yes no

Red Cr033 ...-................... yes no yes no

T.B. and other health associations yes no yes no

The local medical society ........ yes no yes no

The local dental society ........ yes no yes no

The welfare bureau ............... yea no yes no

The recreation department ...,.... yes no yes no

Civic groups: Iciwanis, Rotary,
Zonta, Lions, etc. ........ yes no

Public litu'ary ................... yes no yes no

Parks ...,............,,....,.., yes no yes no

Newspapers ...................... yes no yes no

Radio stations ................... yes no yea no

Other .. .... . .. .. . . . . . . .... . .. . ... yes no yes no

VII. Cooperation of Home and School

Letters or notes are sent home
concerning the child ............. yes no yea no

95. Classes make oomr;unity surveys

.0, I**

II
Our

able Practice
93. Walking visits are made to corn
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munity resources .. . . . .. ,
94. longer trips involving tranapor

tion are made
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112. There are planned conferences

II
Our

Desirable Practice

between faculty and parents ...... yes no yes no

113. There are informal corrLerences
between faculty and parents S..... no ea no

114. Teachers and principals make borne
vie Its.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . yes no yes no

115. Parents are called on the telephone yes no yes no

116. Group meetings of teachers snd
parents are held ................. yes no yea no

117. Parents vIsit in the classroom any
time they wish ........,.....,.. yes no yes no

118. Parents visit in the classroom onlyon invitation .....,.............. yes no no

119. Parents visit In the classroom
during specific hours ............ yes no yes no

The written report card:
120. Stresses how the child co:

wi. th others In the room . ......... yes no yes no

121. Deals primarily with the ridivid-
ual progress of the child no yes no

122. Emphasizes social adjustments as
well as scholastic achievements ,. yes no yes no

12$. Reports onenera1 work habits ... yes no yes no

124. Shows adjustment to classmates ... yes no yes no

125. Indicates pupIl's efforts and
desire to improve ................ yea no yes no

126. Reports acbievnent In knowledge
and skills in terms of the pupil'scapacity ....................... yes no yes no
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II
Our

his Practice

12". Reports growth in understanding

VIII. Securing, Recording arid Using Data

135. A record of the pupil's history is
kept on file at the school no yea no

136 The records are open to the pub].! c yes no yes no

137. A copy of the entire record is
filed in the classroom .......... yea no yes no

138. A copy of the entire record Is
filed in the nurse's office ...... yes no yes no

139. A copy of the entire record is
filed in the priripa1'a office .. yes no yea no

140. A copy of the entire record is
filed in the office of the guid-
arice counselor ................... yea no yea no

and use of democratic procedures

For their part, parents report to
the school:

no

128. PupIl's adjus
group . yes no no

129. General rk habits and degree of
responsibility assumed at home ... yes no yes no

130. Attitude at home toward home
duties and school work yes no yes no

131. General behavior pattern at home yes no yes no

132. Work experience ,................. yes no yes no

133. Home routine: sleep, dietary
habits, etc. ..................... yes no yea no

134. Out-of-school activities d
responsibilities ................. es no yes



141 Records are divided and ft led
according to the use made of the
different parts: health records
in the nurse's office, test
records in the classroom, and
other information in theprincipal's office ............... yes z no

Entire record is in the office of
the principal, but copies of cer-
tain data are in the classroom
and the nurse's office .......... ye no yes no

The person 'who collects most of the
Information pertinent to the guidance
of the child is:

The classroom 0**S
The principal
The school nurse . * . . S S

A special guidance counselor

Data are secured through:

Interviews wi th children

Conference with parents ..........
Home vietta ......................
Informal observations a....
Health examinations

Mental tests a

Achievement teats ..........,.....
Pupil questionnaires
Interest inventories .............
Behavior scales ..................

II
Our

Desirable Practice

yea no yes

yea no yea no

yes no yes no

ye no yes no

yes no yes no

yes no yea no

yea no yes no

no ea no

no yes no

yes no no

yes no yes no

yes no no

yes no yes no

yes no no



II
Our

Desirable Practice
157. Sociograins ......,...........,.... yes no yea no

The following are kept on fi le:
158. Cumulative folder ................ yes no yea no

159. Profile graphs .................,. yes no yes no

160. Case studies .... .... ........ .... yea no yea no

161. Anecdotal records ................ yea no yes no

162. Copies of report cards ........... yes no yes no

163. Health records yes no yes no

164. Teat records ..................... yea no yea no

165. Notes from me ...............,. yea no yes no

166. Pupil autobiographies ............ yea no yes no

Data are used for:
167. Determining promotion policy ..... yes no

168. Adapting 'ogram to individual
neoda, interests and capacities no yes no

169. Determining the type of reports
to be sent to parents yes no yea no

170. Analyzing behavior problems yea no yea no

171. Acquainting teachers with the
pupils who come to their room .... yes no yes no

172. Making surveys of pupil progresà no yea no

173. Making educational a1juatmenta
for pupils aen they reach second-
ary schools no yes no

174. Assisting schools in the sane
system to which pupil trwarera .. yes no yes no



The school nurse heads the program

A teacher is asked by the prin-
cipal to be in charge of' guidance
for the school
A conittee of certificated
people decides on guidance policie
f' the school or system ......... yes

18. The Parent-Teacher .(s8ociation or
other comrriunity agency plays an
important part in the guidance
program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

no vea no

yea no

no yes no
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I II
Our

rab1e Prac tice

Assisting schools in other systems
to which pupil transfers no es no

IV. Organization of the Guidance Program

There is no formal organization of
guidance services in the school .. yea no yes no

The school is a self-contained unit
with the principal as head of the
guidance program ................. yea no yea no

A staff mnber in the central
office is the head of the guidance
prog,ram yes no no

The principal is the final author-
ity, but may secure consultant
services from the central office yes no yes no

A special guidance counselor in
the school heads the program, but
is under the authority of the
principal . . . a .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. yes no no

A special guidance counselor in
the school heads the program, and
is under the authority of a staff
member in the central office no no

no no



Program

A study of individual children is
made to see how much progress in
personal adjustments can be
measured . . . . . . . . . .

A study of individual children is
made to see how much progress in
participation end reactions in
social activities not under direct
supervision of the school con be
measured . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A study Is made of what the chil-
dren do after school hours .......
Attitude tests are gIven at inter-
vals to try to determine changes
in attitudes . . . . .. . . .

A follow-up study is made to deter-
mine how children from the school
adjust in high school .......,....
A follow-up study is made of school
loavers (those who do not go to
high school) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A survey is made of community re-
actIia to the efforts of the
school

Teachers indicate their opinion
of the guidance pro gram onquestionnaires ...................
Parents Indicate their opinion
of the guidance program on ques-
tionnaires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Evaluative criteria are used in
making a formal check of the
guidance program .................

COMME4Tz

yes no

no

yes

yes

no

no

yes no no

rio yea no

yes

yes

no

no

yes no

yes no yes no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no
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Letter of Transmittal



1080 E. Tujuxiga Avenue
Burbank, California
$ept ember 1, 1950

Dear

Guidance on all levels of the public schools has been
receiving increased attention; but the elementary field
has been rather neglected, tre being only one published
book on the subject. Your help is being asked in making

study of the principles end procedures of the elenentary
schools to more clearly define what is considered the moat
desirable guidance practices.

Your cooperation in checking this questionnaire an
returning it to me in the enclosed self-addressed and
stamped envelope will be greatly appreciated. Please add

any coimnents or auggestios that you feel are necessary
for clarity; and if possible, enclose samples of the forms
you use in guidance and In reporting to the home.

Sincerely yours,

E. Leo Waian
Burbank Cit7 Schools
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Federal arid State Offcial
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1080 E. Tujunga Avenue
Burbank, California
September 15, 1951

Dear

I should like to communicate with two or three
teachers in doing outstanding work

in guidanc. in the e1enentaz'y schools any have come

to yotut attention or to the attention of rneers of yota'
staff, would you be kind enough to give me their names
and addresses.

Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated. I am

ecloaing a postcard for your convenience in answering.
Sincerely yours,

E. Leo Waian
Burbank City Schools
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